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The purpose of the research

viaS

to develop a test of

oral communicative competence for English as a Second
Language (ESL) students at the college level.
This research first reviewed the current literature
on the topic of communicat

competence from the perspec

tives of linguistics and sociolinguistics, discourse analysis,
and speech communication.

The 1

erature on testing for

2

communicative competence within the ESL and
guage teaching fields was
semi-direct taped te
to a tri

so reviewed.

A 7-minute

was then developed

administ

group of 5 ESL students and a final group of 25

ESL students at Portland State University.
sisted of

ign

The test con

5 short information questions and 10 social sit

uations to which the subject was reque

ed to respond.

The test was rated for three separate c

eria:

i

inte

bility, grammatical correctness, and appropriateness.
different raters were used for each c
rater rat

for

1 crite

A reliab

Two

terion; another
ity study was

conducted on the raters wherein the reliability of the
ers was shown to be significantly high.
of the test was e

abli

by conduct

The validity
fac

o-face

interviews with the trial and final subjects prior to the
taking

taped tests.

of assoc

ion between

test

The results showed that
ove

1 rat

the overall ratings on the int

degree

on the taped
ew te

was

significant, though not signif

ant for individual criteria.

A correlation with the CELT li

ening comprehension test

was not significant.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
The past decade
emphasis in

witness

teaching of

ish to international stu

dents in the United States.
op

an important shift in

Certainly the goal

deve

a student's ability to use

language effectively

for academic and social purposes

not changed over the

years,

the methods for attaining

!1shifts

linguistic, psychological, and pedagogical con

cepts which

s have

lowed

cause corresponding shifts in notions

what it means to acqu

, teach, or learn a language.

For example, language learning tended to mean quick and
accurate
's

sl

ions of readings

meant facile ability

the 1930's, but by

aural comprehension

production" (Anthony and Norris 1972, p. 40).
lingual method was grounded
oral and that it is a
Psychological

the theory that language is

eived as a hab

techniques reflected

A major innovation came when lingui
oriz

This audio-

em of structural contrasts.

,language was

developed and te

oral

that as a human be

~nlS

to be
Vlew.

Noam Chomsky

learns a language, he

develops the ability to generate an infinite number of
grammatic

ly correct sentences

the rules of

sown

2
language.

this

Most scholars agree

language is called grammat

al or 1

lity to use

istic competence.

Chomsky distinguished this competence

performance, or

the actual use of language.
There are some who

sagree with Chomsky's di

perform

en underlying linguistic competence and
ance.

This

with

human beings is as important

lity to manipulate the s

as the
language
Hymes

observes that the use of language

ect

for communicat

inction

and meanings

a

adherence to the structure of that language.

(1974) reasons:

Chomsky's
erest is
moving from what is said to
what is const
in grammar, and from what is soci
to what is innate in human nature. That, so to
speak, is but half a diale ic. A thoroughgo
linguist s must move in
other
tion as well,
what is potent
in human nature, and in a
grammar, to what is
izable and realized; and con
ce
of the social
tors ente
into realization
as c
itut
and rule-governed too (p.
).
This move from a grammatical emphasis in 1
to a communic

approach signal

ability of language spe
both the grammatic
Now

an

stics

erest

the

to communicate according to

and communicat

focus

lan-

rules of

become communic

ive competence.

Hymes writes of an underlying communicative competence that
enables members of a community to use and inte
of language (Hymes

19

,p.

17).

concerned with

ech when he re

term, which has

en see

t the use

Hymes is particularly
to 1

and

s

more and more use, encompasses

3
istic and

both 1

tions of communic

inguist
ive comp

explora

features in

ence.

This

of communica

competence seems to have more in common w

t

second language teaching goal of produc
communic

e in

basis

competence, and will

fore

this research.

s ne

to teach communicative competence oecame
Engli

more apparent as
student population
orig

a student who can

target language than the grammat

es of Chomsky's linguist
be

the

as a Second Language (ESL)
points

in numbers and changed

During the 70's, language programs were lncreas
ooded with students from non-western

Middle Eastern and

count

obvious to educ

ors concerned

cate with unde

anding j

language.

es especially.

because they speak the same

They also must

the

ional students ne

ility to use the

behaviors of

tudes and behaviors" (
effect

in a new cu
The

a ·of

a culture.
abl

to be

onal contact, exchange informat
itudes

became

people do not communi

communicative system as it functions
lnte

ions-

re

e the

, and change those att

ok et al. 1980) to communicate
with a new language.
communicative activities to grammar

exercises hss recently been advocated to develop
municat

competence.

think

it is

inter

Iston asserted:
bit as import

II

s com

I have come to

that we teach

4

appropriate form of soc
themse

usage as the linguistic forms

ston 1974, p. 22).

s (

It is in

past decade that
come into

teaching approach

communicat

s own.

whole syllabuses,

Munby's (1981) for example, have been devised to
communic

ive competence.

As

ild

s

lewood (1981) sums up:

A communicat
approach opens up a wider
rspec
t
on language learning.
particular,
makes
us more strongly aware that it is not enough to
teach learners how to manipulate the structures of
the foreign language. They must
so
lop stra
tegies for relating these structures to
ir com
munic ive functions
real situations
real
time.
we mu
therefore provide learners with amnle
opportunities to use the language themselves
communicat
purposes. we must
so remember that
we are ultimately concerned with devel
the
learners'
ity to take
in
process of com
municating through language, rather than with their
perfect mastery in individual structures . . . .
(p. xi).
A considerable 1
teaching

erature has accumul

communicative competence to ESL students.

stresses that the
well as grammat
socla~

ed on

is to communicate appropri
ally correct

situations.

It

ely, as

, with native speakers in

Most of the authors are concerned with

examining the sociocultural rules which govern our verbal
nonverbal code.
Although communic
the 1
communic
expounded

ists, it
ion s

ive competence is a new focus for

been the basis of
e its inception.

Early

"ethos,lI "logos," and "pathos"

The fundamental cons

rations of

of

fie
toric

speak

toric are concerned

ech

5
with

total context

public

eaking.

Hist

rhetoric concerns the good man speaking we
t

ss

cally

The errec

a speech depends upon the relationship that

exists between

~ne

spe

topic of the speech.
audiencef! are

audience as we

and

"Analyze your audience ll and tladapt to
first

speaker must be aware

es of

oric.

The

the audience's background, knowl

edge, and attitudes towards the spe
r wants beli

as the

,to

r's purpose, what the

most persuasive.

The speaKer,

also realizing that people are persuaded by other people
and not necessarily by information, should
the audience perce
and

s him or her, whether they will acc

lieve what is said because she or

information.

prepar

the spe

style that w

ring

make

appropriate for the audience.
needs to cons

ects of

is del

a speech, the sDeaker should

work toward an organization
speecn clear

stigate how

stly

r the verbal and nonverbal

livery--the sp

vocalization, and behavior.

's appearance, demeanor,
There is thus a hist

cal

background in the speech communic

fie

communicates effect

ly that is particu

ly and persuas

larly germane to a comprehens
notion

invest

on how a person

ion of the

communicative competence.
It is intere

to note that sDeech communicat

start

using the term competence at the same time as the

lingui

s.

For example, wiemann

(1977) de

d the term as:

6

. . . the ability of an interactant to choose among
available communicative behaviors in order that he
may successfully accomplish his own interpersonal
goals during an encounter while maintaining the
face and line of his fellow interactants within the
constraints of the situation (p. 198).
Three schools of thought, namely the self-presentation
approach (Goffman
Kelly

1959), the T-group approach (Bochner and

1974), and the social skill approach (Argyle 1969),

reported specific behaviors related to dimensions of a com
municative competence model which Wiemann
gated.

Further, Wiemann and Backlund

(1977) promul

(1980) in a recent

review have identified three primary dimensions of communi
cative competence as empathy, behavioral flexibility, and
interaction management.
It is worthwhile sharing perspectives across disci
plines.

Speech communication has enlarged its scope in the

last fifteen years to include the area of intercultural com
munication.

This field has much to add to the linguistic

perspective of communicative competence with regard to the
theory and research developed here on international stu
dents.

For example, both Barna's discussion on stumbling

blocks in interpersonal intercultural communication
and Kim's work on acculturation

(1972)

(1977) point to other non-

linguistic variables which affect the intercultural communi
cation process.

The continuing examination of

communica~

tive competence by the communication and intercultural
communication fields and linguistic field is important.
Each can help the other.

A truly thorough view of the

7
concept for
behavio

ernational students should

mind those

, cultural, and intercultural factors that

ence communic
relat

ep

ion in addition to the st

social factors.

t

And likewise spee

lu

language
communic

ion

can benefit from information on the matter of language.
JUSTIFICATION
Always accompanying language teaching is test
Test

is

ly us

for two purposes.

The first is

to determine what a student has achieved through the learning
process.

~ne

second reason is to assess how profic

student is at one or more skills.
is

en us

a

This type of evaluation

to place a student at the appropriate level

of a language program.

Standardized proficiency tests

vocabulary, grammar, reading, and listening comprehension
exist to evaluate these skill areas, but oral communication
assessment of second language learners
large sc

e test making and evaluation.

dardized te

thus far eluded
There is no stan

ing method where a student responds orally to

stimuli either live or on a recording tape.
tion to

1979, offe

s is the TOEFL Speaking
the Educational

The one excep

st, optional since
st

Serv

e (ETS).

This instrument includes several communicative test item
types:

lephone conversations and social situations.
There are other voc

tests, however.

Some are used

to assess features of oral production, sound discrimination

8

for

e, or grammar.

cerned with evaluat
communicat

They are, in other words, con

linguistic competence rather

competence.

also be mentioned.

Mo

e l.nstitute (

The oral interview test must
notable of

I) Oral

s

erview.

e is the Foreign
The lite

is

II

a conversation between examiner and examinee, often w
another evaluator-observer nres

Pronunciation, fluency,

grammar, and vocabulary rat
performance.

s

erview

are made on the examinee's
s

en found a reliable,

face-valid measure of language abil

,espec

evaluation standards are rigorously monitored
tency.

is just

s

Time must be sp

programs to

in training, and main

taining, an examiner's judgment and suf
so be allocat

r consis

tention to exact standards of

assessment which make it difficult for many
implement it.

ly when

to individually

cient time must

erview each

in the language program.
It has

ly been the task then of individual

ESL centers to develop
Sl

speaking abili

ir own methods of assessing stuto complement the incorporation of

communication act

ies in the classroom.

int

e University's Center for Englisn as

,Portland

a Second Language under
b

a program

indirect, as oppos

With this

ction of Dr. Nagu

1975 of what can

c

Greis,

sified as

to direct or face-to-face oral test

This was accomplished by taping questions and soc

contexts

9
for the students to respond to on tape, and asking them to
sage aloud on the tape.

read a short
then

spe

ed by a nat

a rudimentary fashion.

r

The question of whether or not
indicat

ical

The tapes were

testing empir

s kind

a student's oral communicative competence

is still to be addressed.
Again, while communic
are commonly used

ESL programs, te

tive competence is still
the feeling, as

ive activities and syllabuses
ing for communica

its infancy_

ere (1980)

There is still

ates, that

On the surface, then,
answer to the que ion
of whether we can test communicat
competence
would seem to
"No, we are not ready
t." How
ever, I personal
feel that,
sp e
the many
problems, we ££ll est some aspects of communic ive
competence now. . .
. but that
is
ing to t
a tremendous
of interdisc
inary research before we can
develop sophi ic ed test
techniques to
e the various levels of communicative com
petence of L 2 learners/speakers in a wide variety
of contexts (p.
).
In the communication f
close the

analysis of current communicative competence

research by st
but at a po

(1980)

ing, Itwe are not at a po
of beg

It

ercultural communi
ormation

IImuch more intercultural

(on culture specific
d

conclud

Hwang, Chase, and Kelly

so acknowledge that from the

cation standpo

is

Backlund (1980)

Id, Wiemann

universal competence components)

we are to approach a

theory

inter

personal competence that can instruct us in our
while encourag

us

our many s

aritiesl! (p. 77).

es

10
A

at

call for emp

ical research on communicat

competence itself and to develop ways to test ESL students
for communicat

competence has thus been issued from

e areas, speech communicat
tion, and ESL, that are inhe

,intercultural communica
concerned with success-

human encounters.
PURPOSE
The major purpose
of oral communic

this study is to devel

a test

ive competence for ESL students.

First there will be a review of the recent lite
which relates to the conceot of communicative competence
with concentration on the test
be construct

and test

aspect.

A test

for reliability and

11 then
idi

The research methodology, analysis, and discussion of test
results, implic
follow.

ions for ESL, and concluding remarks will

CHAPTER II
INTRODUCTION
In this chapter the literature on communicative com
petence and communicat
reviewed.

competence test

will be

Examination of both theory and research on this

topic reveals three areas

which communicat

has become a focus of study.

competence

First, linguistics and its

subfield, sociolinguistics, which looks at language as a
SOCla~

phenomenon, have analyzed the notion of a competent

communicator within the structure of societal norms.
Second, discourse analysis which se
rules of language use

soc

to

scover the

interactions may helD to

aid those who need to learn how to be communicatively com
petent as they move from one culture to another.

Third,

the communication field has directed important research
toward the investigation of behavioral components of com
municative competence.

is hoped that this review may

helD to clarify this concept.
The

section of the chapter is devoted to

reviewing the state of communicative competence testing.
Oral testing from a colI

level, foreign

, and

second

ewpo

will primarily be examined.

This reflects

major purpose of this thesis which is to

12
lop a test of oral communic
as a

competence

students at

cond

ish

r

college level.

ISTIC AND SOCIOLINGUISTIC PERSPECT
OF COMMUNICATIVE COMPETENCE
Noam Chomsky's
s

a new

1

scussions of languag

oret

from descr
habit-formed

al

ction

ion

linguistics.

ions of language structures as be

terns, he

guage is a rule

acquis

loped the theory that lan

overned phenomenon, a

II

certa

pair

of

souna and meaning" (Chomsky 1972, p. 116), where

the rules

of syntax

) and

e

relat

phonetic (sound) int

of semant

(me

tat

An import

his theory was, as mentioned

ously, his

en the unde

be

the language

competence
aker/hearer.

tence as 'Ithe
assoc
the

ity

e sounds
es of

it

lves many
exp.lains

overt performance

aliz

s s

s language ll (p. 116).

to as the actual obs

tinct

Chomsky (1972) defines com

the

me

aspect of

speaker/hearer to

ly in accordance with
Performance

refers

use of language and

believes

factors in addition to c

etence.

s as fo.l.lows:

We
not
erpret what is said
sence simply
by applicat
of the linguistic
ip es that
ter
phonet
and semant
properties of an utter
ance. Extralinguistic beliefs conc
the speaker
the situation playa fundamental role in
ter
how speech is produced,
i f i , and under
stood (Chomsky 1972, p. 116).

13
Because Chomsky's work

primarily concerned with

the grammar, i.e., system of rules, of a language which
serves as his model for idealized competence, and not per
formance factors, his adherents for
consider the larger view.

most part did not

The problem which arises from

this approach is succinctly put by linguist Baker

(1977)

who says:
Rather than
ewing language as an obj
with
independent
stence, a thing to be described for
its own sake, it
evident that it must be seen
as a tool, a means to an end outside itself. That
end, of course, is communic
on, and it is only
the context of the communicative situation that
the essential prope ies of a linguist
system
can be discovered and analyzed (p. 2).
is another way of expressing the idea that to talk of
language without,

the same time, account

for

s

social, human characteristics is Ifbut half a dialectic!!
(Hymes

1974,

p. 343).

Disciplines which have contributed to

literature

on aspects of language use in society include soc

logy,

anthropology, and especially the comparatively recent sub
eld of sociolingui

ics.

into a formal disc

Sociolingui

ics has developed

ine which "seeks to discover the societal

rules or norms that explain and constrain language behavior
and the behavior toward language
(Fishman

1972,

p.

3).

spe

communit

s"

It is not the purpose of this discus

sion to thoroughly explore this field, but to mention that
sociolinguistics has contributed to a conception of communi
cative competence.

Fishman

(1972) suggests that the field

in the understand

may he

of communicat

as a basic aspect of man's soc

1 nature.

fines com

competence as tithe rules that nat

municat

speech communit

s impl

ir sociolingui

ic behavior" (p. 16).
known anthropologi

concerned with commun

a construct

members of

itly grasp and that constitute

Dell Hymes, the be
1

competence

/socio

ative competence de

il

analyzing speech using the acronym SPEAKING:

S--Setting or Scene; P--Part

ipants or

rsonnel; E--Ends

(goals and outcomes); A--Art characteri

ics, form and con

tent; K--Key (the tone, manner or sp
is done, which may be nonverbal);

which an act
Instrumental

ies,

channel, and code; N--Norms of interaction and interpreta
Genres, cat

tion;
events.

es of types of speech acts and

was intere

and theory of speaking.

ed

disc

the native system

believes

s study will enable

one to describe communicative competence:
, . . that [which] enables a member of the community
to know when to speak and when to remain Silent,
which code to use, when, where and to whom, etc.,
. . . the knowledge, somet
s conscious, somet
unconscious that enables persons to use language
soc
l i f e . . . the underlying communicative com
ence that enables
of a community to use
and internret the use of language (Hymes 1967, pp. 1
The la
here us

statement is s
term "underlyingfl

cative competence.
conceptions

17).

icant in that Hymes has
connection with communi

Several years later he explained nlS

competence and performance more fully.

first observed that a normal member of a

ech community

15
s both the knowle
each of four a
to him or her.

of and a capability with regard to

cts of the communicative system ava

able

Those four sectors of his communicative com

petence reflect the speaker-hearer's grammatical (formally
(

possible), psycholinguist

lementational

sociocultural (contextually appropri

feasible),

e), and de facto

(actually occurring) knowledge and ability for use (I1unby

1981, p. 14).
Hymes (1972) defines
competence, knowle

, and ab

s conception of the words
ity for use as:

I should
competence as the most
ral term
for the capab ities of a person. . . . Competence
is dependent upon both (tac
) knowledge and
( ility for)~. Knowledge is distinct, then,
both from competence (as its part) and from systemlc
poss ility (to which
s relation is an empirical
matter).
. . . knowledge also is to be understood as sub
tending
1 four parameters of communic ion just
noted. There is knowledge of each. Ability for use
also may relate to all four parameters. Certainly
may be the case that individuals differ with
regard to ability to use knowle
of each: to
interpret, differentiate, etc.
ion of
ability for use as part of comp
for role
of noncognitive
tors, such as motivation, as
partly determining competence (p. 282).
underscores that performance refers to actual use and
actual

s,

th ce

in reminders

provisos, by

saying:
. the performance of a
son is not identical
wi
a behavioural record, or with the
ct
or part 1 realization of
ividual compe ence.
t
s into account the interaction between com
petence (knowledge, abili
for use), the competence
of others, and the cyberne
erne ent properties
of events themselves.
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In sum, the goal of a broad
ory of competence
can be said to be to show the ways in which the
systematic ly poss
e, the feasible, and the
appropriate are linked to produce and
erpret
actually occurring cultural behaviour (Hymes 1972,
p. 283).
Other anthropologists and soc
in

ir own work.

lingui

(1977), in a discussion of

Bauman

ore, writes

competence as "the knowl

eak in soc

and ability

s is not simply a

appropriate ways;

matter of using correct grammar but
ate

s echo Hymes

ios and anthropology focusing on fo

of communicat
to

i

operating appropri

within a community's system of norms of interaction

Clnd interpretation" (p.
Gumperz (
of

).

) discusses more ful

the components

es of speaking that are becoming evident as more

descriptions of spe
are available.
factors, inc

ing in culturally specif

sett

These rules involve a complex s
choice of pronunci

s

of

ion and grammar,

onation and speech rhythm, discourse structures, as
well as constraints on social roles enacted by
and listeners,
that

constraints on setting.

He reasons

re is a structure which functions at the level of

discourse which is analyt
of individual s
is, the abili

ences.

ally diffe
!!Communicat

from
competenc , that

to speak appropriately, impl

edge both of grammar and of
(p. xv).

akers

es of

s a knowl
usage"
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Ervin-Tripp
of

ldren

(1979), reviewing the speaking competence
ic language

syst

"competence in speaking
e spe

ion remarks

ludes the ability to use appro-

circumstance

for

when deviat
d" (p. 27).

what is normal to convey what is int
Canale and Swain

(1979)

from·

their

ensive work,

Communicat'ive Approaches in Second Language Teaching and
Testing, use the term communicative competence to
"the relati

and

r to

eraction between grammat

al com

petence, or knowledge of the rules of grammar, and socio
stic competence, or knowledge

1

guage use" (p.
is di

916).

ion and

es of

This use, along with that of Hymes,

inguished from communic

actualiz

the

eract

performance, or the
of

se two competenc

s in

the production and comprehension of utterances under general
psychological constraints unique to performance.
Beyond these definitions, Canale and Swain

(1979)

make four po

s that clarify and separate thelr perspec

tives from

s.

First, they do not assume that communi

cative competence is the "highest or broade
language competence that can
rel

level of

distinguished or that is

for second language teaching

ses"

. 10).

their discussion communicative competence is seen as a
omponent of a more general language competence, and
communicative performance is viewed as one form
general language performance.

Secondly,

hesit

more
e to
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include the not

of ability for use (

ion of communicat

syllabus

resu~ting

,

II'

l.

e. , inadequate language

in social class
)

p.

power d

general psycholingui

tors such as memory and perceptual strat

t

with Hymes placement) since

c

Finally, while communicat
"relationships and

study focuses on
ies

communica

tors to be nonspecific to communica

se

competence.

ic

long

es

ormance rather

tive competence (correspond
assume

erences"

.

ir third notion is

with communicat

has not

They are concerned about

ic

1979,

(Canale and Swa

the

doubt its relevance to

sign.

issue of linguistic
competenc~

1972)

crrmpetence because

been researched thoroughly and
communicat

s

grammatic

tence

eraction between

competence and regularities in

sociolinguistic competence lt (p.

19),

each kind of competence which can

re are aspects
inve

ig

on their

own.
Canale

Swain

grammatical, soci

semant
1

i

ingui

ic, and st

egic.

use

al competence to refer to the "knowledge of

ems and

cal

so divide their concept of

competence into three competence areas:

communic

grammat

(1979)

s or morphology, syntax, s

s, and phonologyfl (p.

).

competence to be composed

sociocultural rules

use

They

enc

1

soc

two sets

rules of discourse.

rules:
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Sociocultural

es will indicate the ways that utterances

are produced and comprehended appropriately with respect to
the

ements of communicative events described by

The rna

focus of these

s.

es is

. on the
to which c
propos ions
and communicat
functions are appropriate with
a giv~n sociocultural cont
depending on con
textual factors such as top ,role of partici
pants, setting, and norms of interaction. A
secondary concern of such rules is the extent to
which appropriate
titude and regi er or style
are conveyed by a part
ar grammat
form
within a given sociocultural context (Canale and
Swain 1979, p. 62).
Describing the focus of
Swain

es of discourse, Canale and

(1979) state that it is the "combination or utterances

and communicative functions and not the grammat
formedness of a s

e utterance nor

appropriateness of a set of propos
context!! (p. 63).

a g

functions

weI

sociocultural
and communic

ive

(See the following

section of this chapter for a discussion of discourse and
its analysis.)
e and Swain is the third area

Almost unique to C
of competence they explore:

strat

seems germane when considered

competence.

It

light of their purpose

which is to consider teaching and testing in terms of
communic

ive approaches.

both verbal and nonv

Strategic competence inc.luQes
communicat

devices which can

called upon to compensate for breakdowns in communica
tion because of
competence.

rformance "variables!! or to inadequate

There are two primary kinds of strategies:

20

those that mainly have to do with grammatical competence
and those which are concerned more with sociol
competence.

stic

As an example of the first type, the scho

offer that of an ability to paraphrase grammat

al forI'ls

that one has not learned or cannot remember momentarily.

An

exampl~

of soci

inguist

strategy might be role-playing

as In how to address strangers when uncert

of the

social status.
Another scho

who has

competJence from the persp

estJigated

ive of rhetoric and discourse

analysis is widdowson (1971, 1975).

For him communicative

competJence is knowing the rules of use
situations and

issue of

ludes the knowl

particular soc

e of how to recognize

and use sentences to perform what he refers to as rhetoric
acts- e.g.,
fe

fining, classifying, warning, etc.

es communic

petence, or rules

He dif

ive competence from grammatic

com

grammar, as does Canale and Swain.

considers that for students outside the
tural tradition such rules of use need to

an cul
care

ly

taught, an important concern to English as a Second
guage teachers (JVIunby 1981, p. 18).

s leads to the

conclusion that these rules need to

described, as in

the current work

Se

e (1969).

In this section of the
competence, there

cussion on communic

ive

been a progression from the rule-

governed nature of language beg

with Chomsky to
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those who have developed the soc

, communicative, charac

teristics of the competence and performance

ts of

speech within the cultural c

rspect

ext.

d by Hymes, and more spec

outl

Gumperz, and the somewhat 1
been
new

A broader

ically

ing

tailed by

ew of

e and Swain

latter authors have

ed.

ct of competence, strat

scussed a

to the more familiar grammatical and sociol
ts.
how

ly

addition

competence,

istic

examination has reached

issue of

analysis of language rules of use from Widdowson,

Canale

Swain, Gumperz

others enters

o the

scription of communicative competence.
DISCOURSE ANALYSIS AND COMMUNICAT
COMPETENCE
Before turning to the
which will consi

of

section of this chapter

communication field's perspective

on communicative competence, it may be us
ways

which

rules

begun to be analyzed.
communic

known various

t

analys

,to

municative

labus

, b

lingui

sand

have found the analysis of
is or conversa

as discourse

instrumental in furthering their

research on the dynamics
In summariz

r

the use of language have

erest

ion scholars al

to cons

the

human spoken
oretic

eraction.

framework for his com

sign model, rlunby (1981)

rms
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communicative competence invo

s using linguistic forms to

carry out communicative acts and to comprehend the communi
cative functions of sentences and the
other sentences (p. 26).
course which Sinc

relationships to

This occurs at the level of dis

et.

(1972) propose as that level

between grammar and nonlinguistic organization (Munby
p.

25).

1981,

Included in this view of communicative competence

is the knowledge of the rules of use that control the pat
terning of such acts, the interpretive strategies of the
language user, and the contextual meaning of an utterance
(the basic structural unit of talk) (Litton-Hawes
p. 4).

The units of discourse have

1977,

atures and IIformal

rules of occurrenc e II that can be defined (Munby

1981,

p. 26).

These parameters of communicative competence at the
level of discourse relate to what the lingui

(1977) calls conversational

rence.

Gumperz

By this he means

that a speaker is liable to produce an appropriate response,
that is, following lines of thematic progression which
take the form of linguist

ally and culturally sanctioned

relationships between utterances lt (p.

194).

This process

involves first the perception of Ilcontextualization cues II
vlhich can

any aspect of the surface form of utterances

that are significant
frames.

the signalling of interpretat

These cues are usually prosodic and paralingui

but can include lexic

and phonological alternates,

ic,
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employment of idiomatic sequences or set formulas, or codeswitching (p.

199).

se cues are, moreover, uninterpre

table apart from concrete situations which Gumperz
calls "speech activities" (p. 205).
polit
about

s," flchatt
ling~i

(1977)

Giving fldiscussing

out the weather," and "lecturing

ics," as examples,

admits that while they

are not precisely named, they are the means through which
social knowledge is preserved
action and poss

erpret

e

ion (p. 206).

ond, there is the
tualization cues.

form of limits on

erpre

ion of these contex

This involves the contextualization

process ln which message meaning and sequenc
are evaluated
association

relation to the contextualization cues.
sts in "co-occurrence expectations!!

that are learned through interactive expe
part of our hab

ence and form

and instinctive lingui

They permit us to mat

styles of

ic II (p.

ic knowledge.

aking with contextual

(1977) states, "highly

assumptions, and are, Gumperz
cul turally spec

patterns

199).

Thus, according to Gumperz, discourse involves per
ceiving and

erpreting culturally, contextually signifi

cant cues and the analysis, therefore, would need to con
sider not only the surface meaning of utterances, but
total communication mil

For example, on the basis of

previous nonverbal behavior research, Gumperz
out that the maintenance

(1977) points

successful conversation is

24
crucially dependent on the speakers !land li
t

eners

lt

ab

i

s to establish a rhythmic interchange of speakership.and

listenership signals through verbal actions such as gaze
direction, posture,

ad nods, eye blinks, and so on (p. 206).

Jakobovits (1974), a psycholinguist, based his discus
sion on the analysis of conversation and the theory of com
munic
(Garf

ive competence on ethnomethodologic
1 1968).

precepts

defines ethnomethodology as the study

of the transactional practices of individuals when they are
being ordinary (Jakobovits 1974, p. 231).

s point is

that ordinary interaction becomes the substance from which
discoveries can be made about commun
Discussing the nature of concepts

ative competence.
a theory of communica

tive competence, he makes four observations.
that

The first is

analysis of the meaning of an utterance must take

o account the contextual background structure
conversational circumstance in which
Second, there must be some spec
have the character of

the

is embedded.

ic working concepts that

ing Iloperative" acts, by which he

means that it is the doing of them that forms what
that they are.
s to

is

ird, the likely meaning of an utterance

explained within a structure that perceives an

utterance as a sequential step within a greater inter
actional sequence that has the nature

a Ilco-occurrent

oriented to work" by two or more participants.
clarifies that relevant data for analyzing soc

Here he
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interactions are those features that by presence or absence
are noticed or given overt interpretive significance.
says:

liMo

people spend mo

nary; they are masters at

of their time being ordi
means being socialized;

means having communicative comp
p. 237).

ence" (Jakobovits 1974,

Jakobovits last observation is that the analysis

of conversational interactions have to be made in the form
of !!prescriptive rules!! wherein each event

the conversa

tion either adheres to a prescribed rule or violates
This is to say that conversational analysis should not be
descriptively neutral.
municative comp

He then continues, defining com

ence in terms of the participant's knowl

edge of the subcultural

es of conversational interaction.

To describe this knowledge requ

s a syntactic analysis

of the conversational events and a semantic analysis of
eech acts (p. 244).
Jakobovits (1974), then, does not

atly

r from

Gumperz and others in his recognition of the sequenti
nature of talk, its rule-governed nature, and the impor
tance of contextual structure to conversation.
conception

Also his

communicative competence as the knowing of

subcultural rules of conversational interaction, acquired
in the context of socialization (p. 244), is complementary
with those

ews g

previously.

that Jakobovits separates linguist

It should be mentioned
(grammatical) com

petence from social interactional and communicative

26

doing so he follows the linguists

competence (po 244).

sewhere Jakobovits uses the term

sociolinguists.

cause he felt that IItalk (the

"transactional competence!!

use of language) is much more than communic

ion (transmit

ting messages) •

is doing some

is a transaction,

thing togetherll (pp.

136, 137).

This highlights the dif

ference between the approach of a representative lingui
and the scholar

the field of speech communication who

would include talk, the use of language, as part of the
total communication process.

It appears that they con

ceptually agree but are using different terminology.
Jakobovits had

erred to the 1

s-

erature on

course analysis, as have scholars in the communication
field.

Just recently interest

sation has grown

the communication

197'7;

(Litton-Hawes

from the "naturali
studies, Nofsinger
worth studying

the analysis of conver

Nofsinger
icf! pe

(1977)

1977;

scipline as well

Jurick

1977).

Coming

ective of communication
states that:

"communication

itself rather than as an indicator of

something else, such as attitudes, cognitive balance mech
anisms, group cohesiveness, or communication apprehension"
(p

0

12).

also believes:

o
society is not seen as a function of c
superordinate and determining variables such as
source credibility,
involvement, persuas
ity,
or socio-economic class, but rather is seen as
built up or created by the
eractions of people
go
about the
everyday 1
s (p.
).
0

•
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DISCOURSE ANALYS
The discussion which follows first briefly defines
discourse analysis and then presents two paradigms for
analyzing everyday communication from the viewpoint of com
munication scholars.

From this perspective, the study of

everyday talk concentrates on the ways that language is
used for communication (pragmatics) rather than on its
syntactic or semantic correctness.

This emphasis does not

deny the necessary knowledge of syntax or semantics, but
considers it an insufficient condition for people to con
verse (Litton-Hawes

1977,

p.

3).

Discourse analysis is one method used to identify
rules of language use in social interaction.

Here dis

course refers to a written transcription of talk.

A rule

an attempt to demonstrate how one behavior (or utter
ance, the basic structural unit of talk) follows another
and how the members who perform that behavior understand
it (Litton-Hawes
rules

1977,

three ways.

p. 4).

Litton-Hawes characterized

First, they are formal descriptions

of the operations performed by speakers when talking.
Second, rules carry out a categorizing role defining or
accounting for what comprises a speech act (promise, ques
tion, assertion, or other).

Third, rules must indicate the

conditions under which the categorized act operates, since
the same speech patterns undertake different functions at
different times (p. 6).

paradigm bui

Farrell (1976) from which

that proposed by Frentz
r (1977) borrowed.

Nofs

paradigm,

is const

sodes,
text, is
int

Called the "language-action"
of three

symbolic acts.
ined as

component, con

which rlspecifies

i ve event fl

Cont

s--context, ep

The most g

ting both the meaningfulness

c

method is

s rule-def

on

(

propriety of

z and Farrell 1976, p. 334).

communication, is recogniz

levels namely form of 1

criteria for

on two hierarchic

e and encounters.

The first level,

life, are, according to Toulmin (1969)

forms

linguistic

partially

ssions" (

. 73-74).

•

se

•

stic conste

lations of activities which fix the
and

fl.

s of conc

Frentz

s
)

Farrell (

so point out that form of life
. . . is a kind
knowledge whi
communicators
through 1
e . • . imposes upon communi
ion an aes
pattern which triggers actor
tation . . . and exerts
ct social
ion (inst
ions) upon c
ive events
(p. 334).
state the second level of c
"articularize
(p.

334).

It is

rm of life through
concrete d

is encounters, which
es of

!I

sion of cont

actualizes form of life in terms of the here and now.
ounters are
form, and
determines

practical means to fulfill
is their inst

restra

of communicative cholces.

ions
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In

ew of Frentz

for comprehend

Farrell (1

a communic

ion act is
sequence of

), the basis

"An

episode.

episode is a

e-conform

olic acts

(see below)

rated by two or more actors who are collec

tively ori

toward

goals!! (p. 336).

es, episodes are rule-c

regards to

With

to the

degree that actors take on responsibility for free cholce
within any

isode.

municators

For an

agree,

of aims

1

are pursu

II

surface

(p. 338).

istic var

base compo

with (1)

and being willing to c
episode
(4) develoD

which

c

ic

s the structure

s form does

consist

ions, but of a recurrent analyt

edging

sence of

enacted, (3) confirming

rules of

strategies towards mutual

Symbolic acts

and

form

fining the

the knowl

s

characteri

cate, (2)

and (5) termination

of

tacitly, UDon the c

of a series of "structural imperatives"

having to

invo

lop, the com

princ

of episodes is that !!eDls
communic

isode to

struc
11 (1976),

ss int
the recogni

episode (
ion import

ety,

acceptable
potent

e of both actual

of

s,
choices,

• 338-340).
ly in the development

They are,

words of

z

rbal and/or nonverbal utterances
ity" (p.
e features

).

Three

symbolic acts.

are propositional force, approximately formal s

s

These
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meaning; expressive force, the asituational function that
each act performs such as promis
consequent

,threatening, etc.; and

force, the effect the act has upon another

actor (p. 340).
Frentz and Farrell add another feature of symbolic
acts:

episodic force.

They explain that the Speech Act

vocabulary of Searle (1969) and others is insufficient to
describe communication, though the features given thus far
could be construed as the same as their locutionary
(semantic), perlocutionary (consequent

), and ilocutionary

(functional) forces.

They state that the additional force

is that which

s lithe communicative function of acts

c

within the overall sequential structure of an episode . • . . "
(p. 340).
Acco

to Frentz and Farrell (1976) the effect that

verbal and/or nonverbal utterances have on another actor
follow logically from this communicative function of
utterances.
(

situations where the communicative function

sodic force) of the utterances within the episode is

ident

al to the function the act performs (express

force) such as promising,

attering, or requestion, then

the effect of the utterance can be directly inferred.
However, if the communicative function and the expressive
force are different, the effect the act has on another
actor (consequential force) and the expressive force
implicitly identify

isodic force of the act.

For
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e, "Could I have a drink of water?" followed by
lII'1ark, it's bedt

t!

seem unrelated

encounter-context is a father
While the

analyz

son at

The

son's

ssive force of the request is clear, the

consequential force results in a failure to acknowledge
the request.
force of

In a

r cont

,though,

request is known by

episodic

father as a tactic

used to forestall going to bed, and therefore his reply
is logical in terms
While not SDec
cat

the rules in this encounter type.

ically related to a descript

competence, it may

of communi

that this three-part paradigm

of Frentz and Farrell--context,

isode,

can offer a concrete way of dete

symbol

acts-

Gumperz' "appropri

ateness ll and Jakobovits' lIordinariness.fI
analysis
the area

discourse has likewise been applied

intercultural communication.

Schneider

(1980), referring to the process of acculturation and the
ways

assessing
are

s progress, states:

ct measures of immigrants chang

catlve competence and performance
in re

"What is

can be assessed

ionship to ultimate success and

tion in
discussing

new culture!! (p. 3).

ility to

Schneider continues

ous indices of verbal

nonverbal communi

cation behavior which help to provide
acculturation of Ch

communi

se immigrants in the

rstanding of the
ted States.

focuses on the use of language in everyday discourse.

For this
prised
int

employs a model of pragmatic communication com
levels of
discouse:

is necessary to understand
(1) the speech

a verbal or nonverbal act

is interpret

IIwhat an utterance 'means'
it does

the context of a communication situation; (2)
where a se

e, culturally

ermined

tegic level of interact

e of speech acts
C:U.Ul.l.5;

where strat

binations of intentions, s
sational

terms of

a semantic sense but also

ritual level of convers
has a

1 in which

es consist of com

ions and messages in conver

scourse; and (4)

organizati

conversa"tlonal discourse tr (Schneider 1980,

vincingly that in order

these
is intere

governed by

rlying logic

and the

from many f

articulat

int
andc

c

ed components

erpretation of spoken and
e of sequence
e of cul

last is esnecially not
Both

es.

Though

es are not detailed here, it seems clear that

rules of language use.

the impo

. 5-10).

conversations to be coherent

sary rea"tures and paradigms have been set

meaning

level of

Sanders (1979) who argued con

ider agrees

they must

(3) the s

rz (1977) and
ion of flcont
ion of s

speech events (
on communicat
for int
ider (1980) po

them.

Neces

to extract
lude cont
1 acts,
sodes),
acts.

The

research.
out that

ization cues" (Gumperz, p. 199)
ic interaction (Schneider, p. 9)

are very probably culturally determined.
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COMffiJNICATIVE COMPETENCE
THE COMMUNICATION FIELD
perspective which needs to be explored for
its contribut

to the study of communicat

is that of

communication.

Over the

competence
t

25

years

there has been much research done on human communication
and the factors which affect it.

(19E7),

Jackson

Watzlawick,

, and

eive communication as behavior and do

not consider it in terms of a "monophonic message
but rather with a fluid and multifaceted compound of many
behavioral modes--verbal, tonal, postural, cont
etc.--all of which qual

the meaning of all the

rs"

(p. 50).

A principal res
from the speech communic

r of communicative competence
ion perspective, John Wiemann

(1977), traces his approach to three main schools of
thought.
soc

These are the

skill approaches.

, self-presentation,
he designed his model of

communicative competence, Wiemann pulled from all of these
areas to fill out his model with behavioral cues in five
ions:

affiliation/support, social relaxation, empa

thy, behavioral flexibility, and
For

eraction management.

1 of these dimensions both verbal and nonverbal behav

iors are
ment, is g

luded.

The last d

ion, interaction manage

as the "sine qua non of competence"

(p. 199).

It was found through his research to be the determining
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aspect of the model.

limen relatively small changes in

management behavior resulted in large variations in evalua
tions of communicative competence" (it

ics wiemann's

1977,

p. 210).

The two critical interaction management skills for
competence are given by Argyle

(1969):

to

"(I) the abil

establish and sustain a smooth and easy pattern of inter
action and (2) the ability to maintain control of the inter
action

thout dominating--responding

accordance with an

internal plan, rather than simply react
behavior" (pp. 327-

).

Wiemann

to

other's

(1977) notes that the

first skill is "dependent on the rule-governed nature of
face-to-face encounters.

It is the adherence or nonadherence

to these culturally sanctioned rules which behaviorally
define this dimension of communicat

199).

competence" (p.

Five pertinent rules to communicative competence are then
listed, and sources given (

the original).

They are as

follows:
(1 )

Interruptions of the

(2 )

One person talks at a t

(3)

Speaker turns must
ferent

aker are not premitted.

erchange.

(Subject to dif

erpretations.)

(4 )

Frequent and lengthy pauses should be avoided.

(5)

An

erac

mu

be perceived as devot

full

attention to the encounter.
The second interaction management skill can be explained
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behaviorally as lithe topic control exercised by an inter
actant tl (Wiemann
Wiemann

1977,

p.

199).

(1977) sums up the importance of the inter

action management aspect to communicative competence this
way:
Interaction management is concerned with the "pro
cedural aspects that structure and maintain an inter
action. These include initiation and termination of
the encounter, the allocation of speaking turns, and
control of topics discussed. Skillful interaction
management is defined as the ability to handle these
procedural matters in a manner that is mutually sat
isfactory to all participants • . • . " It is the
mastery of these skills which permits a person to
implement (or conform to) the interaction rules of
his culture (p. 199).
More recently, Wiemann and Backlund

(1980) reviewed

the communicative competence literature focusing on its
relevance to the education field.

Here they described

empathy as the IImost clearly crucial aspect of communicative
competence" (p.
port.

194).

This includes affiliation and sup

This finding is supported by the intercultural

research carried out by Hwang, Chase, and Kelly

(1980).

Interaction management and behavioral flexibility (adaption)
also emerge as key dimensions of communicative competence
from this review of the literature.
These dimensions point out that the communicative
competence perceived here is more than one tied to language
usage alone.

Wiemann and Backlund

definition of the concept:

(1980) .recall Wiemann's
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Communicat
competence is the ability or an
interactant to choose among available communica
tive behaviors
order that he (
) may success
fully accompli
his (her) own interpersonal goals
during an encounter while maintaining the face and
line of
s (her)
llow
eractants within
constraints of the situation (Wiemann 1977, p.
).
incumbent here to briefly define

terms

IIface r! and IIline ll that Wiemann has incorporated
inition of communicat

competence.

These two words as

scribed them:

Goffman (1974)

. in soc
encounters, a person
out.
a line--that is, a pat
nonverbal acts by which
expresses
the
ion and through
s his
the
ipants, e
ially himself
may
defined as the pos ive soc
on effect
ly c
for himself by
assume
has t
during a part
tact (p. 224).
It can

seen,

communic

idea
intere

that there is

ive competence

fini

con

sciplines

The work to definite

parameters of this competence is far
Especially as more inte

tural research is

undertaken it is important, as Schne
to "recognize underlying processes of
acquisition

act
and

rence to this

several

in human, social behavior.

scribe

his de

commun

(1980) states,
cross-cultural

ive behavior which may refl

universals of communication"

(p. 3).

ING FOR COMMUNICAT
Since, as the preced

COMPETENCE

review has shown, communica

tive competence is a fairly recent conc

, the testing for
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it is understandably in an immature stage as well.

This

section will trace the testing developments within the
foreign and second language teaching-testing domains.

The

background necessary for formulating an oral test of communicative competence suitable for college level ESL students will be found here.
Generally, a test examines that which is considered
important for the examinee to know.

It is not surprising,

then, that as the language teaching classrooms have, until
recently, stressed knowledge of grammar, so the tests in
language classes tended to be tests of grammar.

There has

been a movement in the field to change this direction in
instruction.

It is exciting to develop communicative

activities that enable a student to use a language in
meaningful contexts (Paulston et ale 1975; Kettering 1975;
Taylor and Wolfson 1978; Brown 1978).

To this end Wilkins

(1976) has formulated a notional/functional syllabus.

This

syllabus grew out of the Council of Europe's decision in
the early 1970's to develop a teaching system feasible for
teaching all the languages of the Council's member nations.
Wilkins (1976) developed the functions and notions for this
system as follows:

the notional part of the syllabus

(Wilkins 1976) refers to "semantico-grammatical categories"
or those categories which are grammatically formalized such
as time, quantity, and frequency.

The functional component

are those semantic categories which are not evidenced by
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definite grammatical forms such as modality, suasion, argu
ment, interpersonal relations, and others (Ross 1981,
p. ~~7).

Munby (1981) using Wilkins's (1976) functions,

designed a detailed communicative syllabus which can be
focused on the individual needs of a learner.
ere (1980) ~entions as being a goal

is one

plans to develop a tot

92).

(p.

This quality

any full-

research

model of communicat

ere conceives the model as a

competence
requisite to

ESL.

edged communicative competence testing

his view, tests of limited aspects of communic
petence are possible however.
this issue of limit

te

ive com

Some studies addressing

s are discussed later on

this

section.
There has not,
testing labell

fact, been

with communic

much empirical

ive competence.

(1972) experiment was one that was so
research dealt with

relationship

Savignon's

signated.

Her

tween grammatical

competence and communicative competence.

Her subjects were

three groups of American students studying first year
French in an American university.

All three groups

received like number of grammatical instructional hours
each we
muni

One group had an extra hour per week or com
ive activities where "getting the meaning across" was

stressed.

The second group spent an additional hour in a

"culture lab" where, for example, French movies and art
slides were shown.

The third group spent the additional

hour

lab.

1

re

standardiz

and listening comprehension te

re were no s

that

Savignon discovered through

ificant differences between
The !!communic

e grOUDS in grammatical competence.
competence!!

(the first group), though, sco

nif

h

cat

tests

s

r than the other two groups on four communi
developed.

These tests were a discuss

an information getting interview, a report
and a description of actions task.

For

these

communicative tests, Savignon used the cr
to communicate and amount of

ta

com~unic

i

comprehensibility and suitabil

of effort
scussion;
tion and con

clusion, poise, and naturalness

ervlew conduct, and

how much the rater understood-

ew; fluency and com

prehensibility--reporting and

ion.

scale lab911ed from "none!! to

II

A six-point

was used for scoring.

While Savignon suggests from

research that "there is

indeed a difference between 1

ist

on the one hand and communic
(1972, p. 52), she

is there empirical back

competence on the other"

rs no

skills required in the desc

competence (grammar)

ion of the grammatical
t

,for example, nor

the evaluation criteria.

Canale and Swain (1979) mention other research con
ducted by Tucker wh

trates that grammatical com

petence is not neces

a good indicator of communicative

skills.

students are contrasted.

Two grOUDS

One
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group scored very high on

Michigan Test

Language Performance (95%)

the TOEFL te

which pri

grammar skills while the other

marily te

rcentile.

ImiTer (60%)
municat

English

t

The subjects were g

to perform

task.

was in a

ly, as in a

four com
scribing

found that those scoring low on the profi

ciency tests

!1

rapidly
profic

were able to communicate as
lish as were

individuals

in English" (Canale and Swa

should

remarked that

ectively and

r is comp

high measured
, p. 30).
scores from

written exams with those from oral production tasks.
light of Briere's view that

s aspects of

communlcative competence can be tested,
acknowl

Cohen and

example of sociocul

is pertinent to

shtain's (1981) research of one
competence.

Sociocultural com

petence is defined here as the ability to use target lan
knowledge in communicative situat
to

se a scale to measure control of
eness and style,

authors focus

loying eight rol

In attempt
tural appropri
on "apology."

ay situations,

ive Hebrew and

lish speakers were asked to apologize in Hebrew, as
ive English SDe

s and in

evaluation was then carried
ish responses
English re

ed in terms
es.

From this,

Ii

A crosson the nonnat
native Hebrew
e both cultural

stylistically inappropriate reSDonses were discove
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Cohen and Olshtain (1981) felt that the study sugge
the nonnative English speakers l1ut

s that

ized, for the most part,

the same semantic formulas as native English speakers, when
their proficiency permitted

If

(p. 130).

The authors

noted that paralinguistic data was not analyzed but were
significant especially in the case of apology (p. 129).
Another specific communicative competence component
research project was carried out by Carrell and Konneker
(1981).

The

auth~rs

investigated native American English

and nonnative ESL learners' judgments of pol

eness.

They

discovered that intermediate and advanced ESL students do
judge statements of pol

eness on request strateg

ilarly to native speakers.

s sim

One major difference noted was

that secorld language learners "tend to perceive more
pol
(p.

eness distinctions than do native English speakersll

27).

Carrell and Konneker sugge

that this may be

due to an "over-sensitivity" that expects differences in
form to be consistent with differences in communicative
intent (p.

27).

The importance of this study, and that of

Cohen and Olshtain (1981), lies in the inclusion of first
language baseline data as well as second language data.
There is empiric

research relevant to a te

of

oral communicative competence that comes under the heading
of oral proficiency.
oral inte

It is generally conceded that the

ew is the best way to determine a student's

"ability to communicate orally in face to-face language
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situations (Clark 1978, p.

).

The best known language

test of this so-called "direct ll test
Service Institute Oral
face-valid
a t

erview.

It has proved highly

1975, p. 35).

constant maintenance of testing
therefore not

1 for

where all te

But because it needs

SCorlng standards, "it
normal academic situation

comes at once • . .

teachers to te

where using two

each student would be prohibit

sive!! (wilds 1975, p. 35).
proficiency levels

The

I Oral

speaking and reading:

or bilingual.

At the t

e is rated by the following
accent, 0; grammar, 3; vocabul

ly expen

erview

working, minimum professional,

nat

Fore

assessing a speaker's ability to perform in

language (wi

limit

is

five

elementary,

1 professional,

of

test,

tors and weights:

,2; fluency, 2; and

comprehension, 2 (wilds 1975, pp.

38).

seem general

ing (Folland 1976;

acc

ed for oral te

se

tors

Bacon and Ojanen 1976; BirLham 1976).
recent~y,

however, there has been some evidence

; Scholz et al. 1980; 01

(len

and Oller 1980) that

se FSI proficiency factors may

actually be a unitary factor and
formance
fic

0

evidence, a Ii
ize

According to the be

stics

. and

i

available empiric

ener apparently does not
charact

per

"dividing

components is superfluous at be

at worst.

component

1980; Yorozuya

perhaps cannot

speech.

Rather it
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would appear that overall comprehensibility is what moti
vates the evaluation" (Callaway 1980, p. Ill).
and Oller (1980) sugge
te

Yorozuya

that it is possible that for oral

ing, a careful evaluation of "overall communicative

effectiveness!! could be as effective as the separate scale
ratings of the FSI oral interview type (p. 152).
Nicholson (1981) describes preliminary research
undertaken to improve an exi
cedure.

rview testing pro

ing

In the original test, students were given overall

subjective ratings for Ii

ening and speaking.' For the

new test the student is asked to paraphrase the content
and describe the cont
versations.

of

different prerecorded con

It is assumed that for integrative testing

"normal speaking and listening requ
of integrated language skills.
of a communication event should

a full complement

Understanding the context
as central to overall

competence as understanding the . . • content" (p. 25).
Nicholson reported that the new test's combined scores
correlated highly with scores to a cloze test, another
integrated test.
Turning from the "direct" oral test, or interview,
there are what are termed the "indirect ll and "semi-direct"
tests.

Indirect tests do not require active speaking

by the examinee.

Semi-direct tests elicit active speech

by the examinee using "non-human" (tape recordings, printed
matter) devices.

One often mentioned indirect method of
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determining speaking ability is the cloze test.

This

involves deleting every nth word of a passage, normally
around 50-100 deletions, which the examinee must fill in
with a suitable word.

High statistical correlations have

been discovered between cloze tests and more face-valid
tests of active speaking ability (Hinofotis
Clark

1979) but as

(1979) states, this relationship is IIgenerally not a

convincing demonstration of the examinee's actual competence
in active speech production" (p. 36).
Semi-direct tests, which Clark
used for measuring achievement (p.

(1979) sees optimally

38), have reliability

fluctuations depending on the specific kind of test items
and scoring procedures (p. 42).

When the test type tends

to be more objective (structural drills, vocabulary items)
the reliability would probably be sufficiently high.

If

the test rating procedures are too general or call for
discriminations raters are unable to make easily, the
scoring reliability may not be any higher, or even lower
than an interview type direct test of oral proficiency
(p.43).
Recently Educational Testing Service has developed a
semi-direct TOEFL speaking test.

The research undertaken

for this endeavor uncovered important results.

In order

to establtsh validity for the test, an oral interview of
both 20 and 5-6 minutes were administered to the same group
of subjects.

According to a Progress Report

(1978?),
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inter and intra-rater reliability was acceptably high for
both interviews and the shorter interview was found to
correl

e quite highly with the longer interview.
The speaking test

self included item types com

patible with tape/booklet adminis
setting.

ion in an operational

The item types ranged from very highly specific

language tasks such as noun and verb vocabulary, to more
general t

s approximat

real-l

sneak

activitles

such as simulated phone conversation and persuasive speech
(Clark

1979, pp. 46-47).
Several significant considerations were dealt with

during the development of the TOEFL Speaking Test as
reported in the Progress Report

(1978?).

, there is

the natural and inextricable relationship between listening
comprehension and speaking.
qUl~e

is considered "difficult,

artificial, and indeed counter-productive to attempt

to develop a speaking test that would not draw at least to
some extent on listening comprehension" (p. 2).
the situations us

in the

cond,

st should be restricted to

those a nonnative student would have a reasonable prob
abil

of meeting during his

ay

the U.S.

Third, as

stated previously, both more and less highly structured
item types would
objectivi

necessary to accomodate spe

and

in scoring, yet addressing the problem of

e validity.

Fourth,

technical problems and costs

of administration were outlined.

Testing of this kind
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would require the use of two tapes (one for spoken stimuli,
another for examinee response) which may inhibit the test's
use in some locations.

While the aurally presented material

is kept simple and straightforward, there will be a test
booklet coordinated with the test tape available.

Finally,

the test at this point is norm-referenced as it gives a relative ranking on a (test defined) general index of "language
proficiency" but does not detail specific real-life tasks
that the examinee would be considered able to carry out in
an appropriate man~er (Progress Report

1978?,

p. 2).

Another oral testing research project which merits
discussion here is that conducted by Levenston

(1975).

His overall goal was to help alleviate cross-cultural misunderstandings that arise from inappropriate verbal
behavior in social situations (p.

67).

The preliminary

study presented here reports that about fifty immigrants of
various linguistic backgrounds and proficiency levels and
a comparable number of native speakers were orally asked
how they would respond to approximately sixty daily life
situations.

The kind of verbal (oral) behavior required

included request, complaints, apologies, excuses, invitations, congratulations, praise, blame, criticism, and
reactions to all the above (p. 68).

The native replies

would then provide a basis on which to evaluate the nonnative responses.

As noted above, Cohen and Olshtain

and Carrell and Konneker

(1981),

(1981) also followed this procedure.
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In terms of scoring, Levenston

(1975) feels that

accuracy (grammatical, lexical, and phonological) and situational appropriateness should be scored.

He then describes

three degrees of appropriateness "quite independent of
accuracy:

(a) fully appropriate in form and content,

(b) appropriate in content but not in form (even though
grammatically well formed), and (c) inappropriate in content" (p.

71).

Since this was just a preliminary study, there were
no empirical conclusions to present.

However, the concept

of situational testing which is evaluated on the basis of
native speaker responses for both accuracy and appropriateness was an important step in the process of speaking
test development.
Spolsky et ale

(1975) described an experimental

pragmatic test which attempts to measure communicative
competence.

It is called the Oral Placement Test for

Adults and is used to place nonliterate adults in suitable
levels of an ESL program.

The proficiency scale used for

the test was developed out of one made available through
the National Association of Foreign Student Advisors
(NAFSA).

It gives general rating descriptions for aural

comprehension and speaking skills on four levels (p.
The test itself consists of four blocks:

90).

seven straight-

forward questions on personal details; fourteen simple
sentences to be repeated in order to check pronunciation;
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a short conversation generated from more complex questions,
followed by

ems requiring grammatical structural changes;

and ten sentences to be transformed either into past or
future tense.
able.!!

These are rated "acceptable!! or !!not accept

The test thus combines both a "real sociolinguistic

situation with certain discrete point items ll (Spolsky et al.

1975,

p.

).

The entire te

takes from

2-7

minutes to

administer and score and has shown a satisfactory level of
inter-scorer

iability (p. 86), though the training

required to become an administrator

not extensive.

Proj ecting what a "discrete-point ff test of communica
tive competence might look like, Morrow

(1979)

has proposed

the following aspects of a communication interaction for
assessment by a learner:
might

(a) the sett

appropriate; (b) the topic

s to which it
ch is be

pre

sented; (c) the function of the utterance; (d) the modality/
attitude adopted by the speaker/writer; (e) the presuppo
sitions behind the utterance; (f) the role the speaker/
writer is adopting; (g) the status impl

it in the utter

ance; (h) the level of formality on which the speaker/
writer is conducting the interaction; and (i) the mood of
the speaker/writer (p.

).

This itemized proposal seems

to be reminiscent of Hymes's SPEAKING acronym mentioned
in the previous section (see p.
Morrow

(1979)

).

also gives general suggestions con

cerning the charac·teristics of a performance-based,
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integrative test of communicative competence.
will be c

First, it

terion-referenced against the operational per

formance of a s

of authentic language tasks.

words, it will s

In other

out to show whether or not (or how well)

the examinee can perform a set of specified activities.
Second,it will be crucially concerned to e

l~S

ablish

own validity as a measure of those operations it claims to
measure.

Thus, content, construct, and predictive validity

will not necessarily be significant.

Third, it will rely

on modes of assessment which are not directly quantitative
but which are inste

qualitative.

It may be possible or

necessary to convert these into numerical scores, but the
process is an indirect one and recognized as such.

Fourth,

reliability, while clearly important, will be subordinate
to face validity.

Spurious objectivity will no longer be

a prime consideration,

though it is recognized that in

certain situations test formats which can be assessed
mechanically will be advantageous (Morrow

1979,

p.

150).

These suggestions, which Morrow acknowledges need further
exploration, provide an interesting contrast to the con
siderations discussed by the TOEFL Speaking Test Progress
~eport.

One final representative empiric

example, this

from the communication field's research on communicative
competence, should be described.

Wiemann

(1977), as

reported above, proposed a five-part model of communicative
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competence.

To test this model, Wiemann used interaction

management as the independent variable to partially test
the model.

The other components--behavioral flexibility,

empathy, affiliativeness/supportiveness, and social
relaxation--were proposed to have a positive linear rela
tionship between them and perceptions of interaction
management.

This hypothesis was supported (p. 205).

How

ever, a hypothesized parabolic relationship between the
level of interaction management and observers' perceptions
of communicative competence was not supported (p. 203).
Wiemann reached these results by directing subjects to
watch a 4-minute tape of an interaction between an on
camera communicator and off-camera confederate.

The inter

actions incorporated one of four possible interaction
management treatments on the part of the on-camera communi
cator varying from rude to high management. The two behav
iors manipulated in this study were conversational turn
taking synchronization and topic control.

The errors in

interaction management were primarily nonverbal.

The

subjects then rated the on-camera communicator on items
describing the communicative competence variables using a
Likert-type scale.

Two examples of variables are:

subject

finds it easy to get along with others (competence); sub
ject can adapt to changing situations (behavioral flexi
bility) (p. 205).
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SU:'1MARY

As this review of the literature shows, communicative
competence is a concept that does not yet have a concise,
standard meaning.
analysts, and

Linguists, sociolinguists, discourse

co~munication

scholars using this term seem

to have slightly different perceptions of the idea.
However,

1 of the authors agree that communicative com

petence is tied in some way to appropriate behavior-
socially, linguistically, strategically, and/or culturally.
This apparently involves the human capacity to learn how
to, and be able to, communicate with other human beings by
the rules which govern our verbal and nonverbal behavior.
Language testers, following in the steps of the
theorists, are presently experimenting with what consti
tutes a test of communicative competence.

Even the under

standing of oral proficiency is under scrutiny.

Going

beyond the considerations of grammatical, or linguistic,
competence, some researchers are now investigating func
tional language use and contextual appropriateness.

The

purpose of the test, whether to place language students,
to check their proficiency, or measure their achievement,
will affect the kind of test administered.

Oral proficiency

or communicative competence tests have tended to be direct
interviews, but semi-direct tests have also been formulated,
though the challenges of validity, reliability, and

pract
foll

was from this background that
rese

on semi-direct testing of communic

competence for college level ESL students evolved.

CHAPTER

I

INTRODUC:rION
In an ESL program with already existing testing pro
cedures for reading, writing, and listening comprehension
skills, a speaking test of communicative competence would
an important addition, but would need to consider
practic

implementation concerns to be usable.

As dis

cussed previously, the most obvious oral test, the oral
interview test, is an important tool in its way, but the
time commitment on the part of both examiners and examinees
make it unrealistic for a program of

130

to

170

students.

The Center for English as a Second Language (CESL)
at Portland State University began preliminary work on an
oral test in

1975

when the interest

evaluating students'

speaking

Is

came recognized.

was felt that this

additional tool could heln provide a more complete and
accurate assessment of a student's language ab

ity.

Information on a student's reading, writing, listening,
and sneaking skill level is useful for placing the student
in the proper level of an ESL program.

Revised and improved

versions of the test were formulated between

1975

and

1979.

The motivation for developing a short, taped, semi-direct
test 1

in the re

ization that if it were valid and rel

able, it would lessen the need for t

-consuming
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individualized interview testing and allow for rating on
the basis of personnel availability.

It would, of course,

also be technically possible for a large number of students
to be examined at one time.

OVERVIEW OF THE RESEARCH
Below is a brief description of the research.

A more

detailed discussion of each procedure follows this over
view.
To carry out the task of developing a test of oral
communicative competence for college level ESL students,
the criteria that apply to oral communicative competence
were selected first.

Next, two sets (trial and final) of

interview tests and taped tests were developed, adminis
tered and rated.

Five ESL students, who later took the

trial taped test, underwent a trial interview test with
the researcher and co-investigator.

The students were then

rated by the two interviewers for accent, grammar, vocabu
lary, fluency, comprehension, pronunciation, appropri
ateness, and intelligibility.

After the trial interviews,

a 7-minute oral semi-direct test was constructed and
recorded by the researcher.

The trial taped test consisted

of short questions and social situations recorded with
time allowances for response.

The trial taped test was

administered to the five trial test students.

The trial
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taped test responses were
intell

r three c e r i a :

ility, grammatical correctness, and appropri

eness by individual
crit

rat

Both of the t

a.

for the

ers.

Another

The final int

three

ew tests then took

25 ESL students were int

by the researcher and co
rated

for

tests' procedures were evaluated

practical

place.

rater

stigator.

ewed and

ed

The students were

vocabulary, comprehension, grammar, intelligi

bility,

appropri

test, the

eness.

taped te

students.

The

identical

was

taped

to the

between

final

st was c

The taped te

e for the same crit

Once the

25

ructed almost

as the

by individual raters with a t

ings.

erview

stered to the

taped test.

responses were rated
trial taped te

lowing

lapse

s were completed, a

reliability study was conducted on the raters and inter
viewers.

The

ity of

determ

taped tests was assessed by

e of assoc

test results

ion between the

erview te

individual crit

results, both for

on and overall rat

s.

ly, the

degree of association between the students' taped te
scores and
e Test

ir scores from the Comprehens

Listening Comprehension (CELT), which

students had taken before ente
determined.

Engli

the

~bL

program, was
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COT1T1UNICATIVE COMPETENCE CRITERIA
Intelligibility
The f
crl~eria

t t

of

of this research was to select the
communic

ive competence.

offers guidelines on what crite
test.

For

selected.

Pa

may apply to a speaking

s experimental test, three crit
First, intell

communic

ive

Obviously, without accurate comprehension,

scommunication may result.
as well as other 1

The ES.L

culum at PSU,

programs, reflects this concern

the teaching of pronunciation or sneech for
out of foar levels of
and Rafiqzad

a were

ibility was considered important

since oral production quality is a factor
effectiveness.

research

1979)

struction.
s po

lea

three

While research (Smith
intelliglD~e

ed out that

spr:;akers of English can be nOIl..'1ative as well as native,
oral tests and research cont
components

e to examine the various

cting oral production.

For this particular

research the factors that were determined to affect inte
ligibility were:
t

voice qual

; loudness; rate; pronuncia

; stress--divided into syllable stress, phrasing, and

rhythm; and intonation (see Appendix A).
terion was
production.

ease of unde

The bas

cri

anding the student's oral

The FSI Oral Interview, as mentioned earl

rates for both pronunciation and fluency.

Mullen

(1980)

used pronunciation and fluency, among others, as factors

r,
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her study on raters.
intelligibility,

Callaway (1980) divided accent into

easantness, acc

ab

ity, and native

ness, but concluded that the scales were probably unitary
(p. 109).
From a review of pertinent literature on pronuncia
tion, accent, and

ech pathology, a 5-point inte

bility scale evolved.

ig

The final scale resembles the

National Technical Institute for the De's Speech Intel
1

ibility

Scale (1978).

Additionally, the voice

production components that may affect
the subject were li

ed on the

elligib

ing sheet for the rater

to mark if they were perceived to inhibit the
bility.

ity of

elligi

should be noted that for this research

el

ligibility is viewed as an oral phenomenon.
Grammatical Correctness
The second criterion us

to assess the student's

speaking ability is grammatical correctness (see Appendix
B and C).
ponent

Traditionally, this has been an important com
oral te

s.

The FSI Oral Interview nlaces the

atest "weight ll on gramllar in its rat
view tests inve

igating FSI format

s.

Other lnter

so necessarily

include this factor (Mullen 1980; Yorozuya and Oller 1980).
may be especial

important that in colle

level ESL.

programs, grammatical correctness in speech as well as
writing is one of the primary goals of instruction.
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Levenston (
grammatic
aspect

) considered accuracy, by which he meant
lexic, and phonolog

his scoring process.

al exactness, as one

The second aspect was sit

ional appropriateness.
Appropriateness
Appropriateness serves as the third crite
te

ing experiment.

assessed
rel

on in thlS

For this research appropriateness was

terms of

acceptability of the response in

ion to a given social situation (see Appendix D and E).

This includes consideration
and vocal tone.

wording, formality level,

Wiemann and Backlund (1980) present

flappropriateness of behavior ll as
cative comp

ence.

it and impl
for att

c

on of communi

This appropriateness is "determined by
it cultural and group norms, efficacy

a goal, and/or common sense" (p. 191).

authors continue,

The

ining appropriateness as the ability

of an interactant to flmeet the basic contextual require
ments

the situation" (p. 191).

ments are then given.

require

The first is the verbal context which

means to make sense in wording, st
Second, the rel

Three cont

ements, and topic.

ionship context refers to the organiz

ion,

style, and kind of messages which are complementary to the
situational relationship.
involves the symbol

Third, the environmental context

and physic

the message formulation.

The spec

of appropriateness have

en

constraints imposed on
ic behavioral dimensions

scussed in the previous chapter.
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As an example of inappropriate wording, taken from
the

test s

apartment

ions (see Appendix F), to reply to
r that III really

e this apartment ll when

you do not like it may be unsu
(No.6, Part 1).
sor for be
(No.2).

le in this situation

Sarcasm used in apologizing to a profes

late would involve inappropriate vocal tones
Saying "Excuse me,

class and I must go.
time," is an
a spe

ease, I am very late to my

I hope very much to see you at another

le of both incorrect wording and too
level when leav

For this type of res

a friend (No.3).
. where

int

is to be

able to assess an ESL student's oral competency. it is
assumed that

communication situations given in

will provide a cont

in which the student can respond

appropriately on the verbal and rel
(wiemann and

Four student vo
er glVen the tri
July 2

ervlewed
two inte

ls

ING

eers from the ESL program who were
taped te

5, 1980.
first we

were

erviewed during the

fifth trial te
of Augu

(see

student was
le I).

The

ewers were the researcher, who was a graduate

student in Speech Communic
five years,

ionship context

lund 1980).
TRIAL INTERVIEW TEST AND

week

test

a te

had lived abroad as a nurse

ion and an ESL teacher for
ESL student co-

stigator who

teacher for two years.
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TABLE I
TRIAL TEST SUBJECTS
Sex

Graduate (G)
Undergrad. (UG)

Arabic
Portuguese

l'1
l'1

UG
UG

Level 2
Lower Inter
mediate

Arabic
Korean

l'1
l'1

UG
G

Level 4
Advanced

Arabic

l'1

UG

Instruction
Level
Level 1
Beginning

Language

The interviews took place in a classroom normally used
for ESL tutoring and classes.

The specific area where the

interviews were carried out was partitioned from the rest
of the room and afforded privacy and unimpaired listening.
The subjects and two
desks.

erviewers were seated at lecture

This room was chosen for its availability and

primarily for its familiarity to the students.
Beginning with introductions of the interviewers if
not already known to the subject, the interview proceeded to
general information questions about the student.

For

example, the student's major, length of time in the United
States, plans for vacation, and reasons for studying
English were asked about.

These were used to check the

student's choice and use of vocabulary and comprehension
level.

the student seemed able to answer these ques

tions with little difficulty, they were then asked more
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analytical questions such as differences between American
culture and their own, problems in learning a language, or
opinion questions on recent newsworthy

s.

The student

was encouraged to discuss a topic of interest to him or
her in as much detail and complexity as their language
ability would permit.

At the end of the time the student

was thanked for coming and for helping with the research
project.

The interviews lasted from 10 to 30 minutes.

Generally, one int

ewer tended to ask the questions

while the other attended to the rating features.
After the student left, she or he was rated indepen
dently by the two interviewers on a 5-point scale for the
following criteria:

accent, grammar, vocabulary, fluency,

comprehension, pronunciation, appropriateness, and intel
igibility.

The 5-point rating scale was taken from the FSI

Oral Interview proficiency rat

The first 5 performance

factors were also taken from the FSI interview (see Appen
dix C).

The pronunciation rating was based on vowell

consonant error percentages.

The

ell

ibility rating

was based on that from the Technical Institute for the Deaf
(1978) and was the one used in the final rating (see Appen
dix A).

The appropriateness rating was based on the con

gruency of displ

d language, verbal and nonverbal, and

behavior with the expected norms of behavior with
context of the interview.

the

Considered in the context was

role relationship, student to int

ewers; t

, during
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the school day; place, classroom; interaction type, con
sultative; and the verbal and total nonverbal channels.
Spec

c behaviors attended included greetings, introduc

tions, leave takings, body posture and haptics, formality
level, and

contact (see Appendix E for compl

tion of the 5-point scale).
ranged from 8-40.

e descrip

The total possible points

The trial inte

ew ratings were used

only to collect feasibility data, not final analysis data.
TRIAL TAPED TEST AND RATING
Co~tent

of the Test

After the trial interviews, the taped test was con
structed.

The taped test consists of three parts.

The

first part is the general introduction to the test (see
Appendix F for the f

version of the taped test script).

The second part is the short questions and answers section.
These questions are those frequently asked of foreign stu
dents and are thus meant to acquaint the test subjects with
the test format under somewhat familiar conditions.
were

They

so meant to familiarize the rater with the speaking

and listening abilities of the subjects before commencing
the ratings.
tions.

The third part are the communication situa

The subjects were instructed to respond to them in

an appropriate manner.

The responses to these situations

comprised the data which was rated.

The communication

situations were selected to provide context for the student
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to respond to, and were chosen, as in TOEFL

(1980), for

their likelihood of a foreign student encountering them.
It would have been unrealistic to include every communicative "function" (see Wilkins

1976).

Situations were

selected to furnish contexts incorporating some of those
verbal vehaviors considered valuable for an ESL student to
master.

These were:

apologizing, leave taking, asking

directions, complaining, describing, refusing, complimenting, and introducing.

The situations further designated

a role relationship and formality level.
Practicality of the Taped Test
The present test was designed to be practical to
administer in terms of length.
of approximately
response time.

The tape required a total

7 minutes of student listening and oral
The instructions explaining the purpose of

the test, five short information questions to be responded
to, and ten situations to be responded to were recorded on
a tape.

Thus the test is usable by anyone familiar with

tape recording equipment.

Further, for rating purposes,

the instructions at the beginning were normally omitted
during the tape duplicator transposition process.

This

resulted in a tape only 5 minutes in length, which could
be rated at the rater's convenience.
In a departure from other tests, this one was exclusively oral.

There were no written instructions, pictorial

devices, or test items for
This

tape progress

edom from pass

Every

administ

out and co

facilitates the speed of te

paraphe

lecting te

subjects to follow as the

was made to insure the s

plicity and clarity of both the taped instructions and
two sections requiring a
were del

d only once.

ject to re

since they

This procedure appeared ju
Progress Report (1978?) notes,

fied in that, as the

an oral test is linked to the ability to comprehend
cues.
Trial Taped Test and
Rating Procedures
order to det

the feas

taped test, the same
trial

the

erview test were also given a preliminary version
The rese

the te

instructions, short quest

tion s

ions.

li

, 1980.

total test t

approximately 7 minutes.
Le

s.

s of

taped all

s, and communica

At a later time the subjects ind

and responded to the tape

July 2

te

0

subjects who participated

of the oral taped test.

subje

lity of an

The test

Laboratory

PSU at a t

The re

es were then

scales of

ell

bility,

the week of
r subject was
took place
convenient for the
ed on the

e cri

ical correc

and appropriateness (see Appendix A, B, and D).
i

cated no s

f

ant problems

implementing the

ss,
ers
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rating scales which were constructed for accuracy and ease
of rating with little or no training required.

The results

of the ratings showed a high degree of consistency for each
scale.

Two raters rated only for one scale each.

rater rated for all three scales.

One

A total of 7 raters were

used.
Raters
A profile of the raters, who participated in both the
trial and final taped test ratings, reveals that they are
all ESL teachers or have been in the recent past except one,
who has had substantial contact with ESL students and
traveled abroad.

Tnree reasons justify this.

First, the

literature shows that the difference in ratings between
teachers and naive judges on oral proficiency scales is
slight (Mullen 1980).

Second, ESL instructors are the

persons most likely to be used as raters in 'the event that
a test such as this be administered in the English program.
Third, feedback from ESL teachers about the rating process
was helpful in assessing this study.
FINAL INTERVIEWS AND RATINGS
Following the trial interview tests (and trial taped
test), some changes were made in the interview

procedure~

First, the seating arrangement was altered so that the
interviewers and interview subject were all easily visible
to one another.

Second, the rating features were
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from eight to

consolidat

The components rated for

the final interviews would be comprehens
vocabulary from

FSI

init

,grammar, and

,intell

ibil

on the rat

scale from

not

oral production components inhibit

of

speaking test,

based

luding a
the

interviewers' comprehension, and, lastly, appropriateness.
was realized that the fluency, accent, and pronunc
ings were redundant in 1
rat

capabil

of the intell

ility

ies.

25 students from the ESL program, almost
whom vo

eered or were a

ticinate in

by the

).

final testing project, were inte

These two nat

were the same inte
views.

without

aking.

the

The int

ews were held

erviews.
we

were held either at

inter

e cl
the same

Scheduled 15 minutes

of August, 1980,

noon hour or

were completed for the

15 minutes

American English sneakers

They also strived to enunc

ation.

and no-shows, mo

igator (see

rived to maintain a consultative

location as the pretest
apart

ewed

ers who conducted the prete

The interviewers

style of

1 of

teachers to par

individually by the researcher and co-inve
Table

ion

er the

interviews
classes

Due to early or late arrivals

students were

erviewed for more than

every student was interviewed for at least

10 to 15 minutes.
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TABLE II
FINAL TEST SUBJECTS
Instruction
Level

Language

Level 1
Beginning

Vietnamese
Arabic
c
Spanish

Level 2
Lower Inter
mediate

Arabic
Arabic
Arabic
Korean
Spanish

Level 3
Intermediate

Arabic
Chinese
Indonesian
Somali
Spanish
Vietnamese

1 4
Advanced

Arabic
Arabic
Arabic
Chinese
Korean
Spanish
Spanish
Thai

Gre
erview.

and

Graduate (G)
Undergrad. (UG)

F

UG
G
UG
UG

1'1

F
1'1

F

UG
UG
UG
UG
UG

1'1
1'1
1'1
1'1

UG
UG
UG
G
UG
UG
UG
UG

1'1

F
F
1'1
1'1
1'1

F
1'1

UG
UG
G
UG
G
UG
UG
UG

1'1
1'1
1'1
1'1
1'1
1'1
1'1

F

roductions, if neces

As in the

then asked gene

Sex

test inte

ewers to determine

the

ews, the student was

information questions.

questions elicited enough language to

, be

Usual

these

e the inter-

general level of the student

ed
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on the complexity and correctness of grammar, vocabulary
choice, whether limited or extensive, comprehension ability
(if questions needed to be repeated or simplified or uttered
elligibility.

more slowly), and

From this point, if time permitted and the student
was ln0erested, further discussion followed.

The students

generally seemed to welcome the opportunity to practlce
conversing in English with Americans who wanted to talk to
them.

At this po

more probing questions were asked

order to check the student's skill at describing an object
or process, expressing an opinion, analyzing a problem, or
giving directions on a topic in which she or he seemed
knowledgeable and interested.

This gave the interviewers

more opportunity to observe vocabulary and grammar strengths
and weaknesses.

Also comprehension,

lligibility com

ponents, and appropriateness of behavior and language
could be further evaluated.

At the end of the time the

student was thanked for coming to the interview and for
helping with the research.

The interviewers could observe

whether the student could recognize the verbal and non
verbal cues for leave taking at this juncture.
Before the actual interview began, or after the
student had been thanked for his part
view, she or he IIms requested to

ipation in the inter

lout the

eraction

Questionnaire and sign up to record the Speaking Test.
The

eract

Que

ionnaire was constructed to obtain
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's expe

a on a
act

in Engli

acquired

e with studying and

G).

(see App

this manner was not us

this expe

nt, but was collect

er

The information
in the

analysis

to provide input for

research.
er the student had departed from the interview
location,
int

or she was

ed independently by

ewers on a 5-point

e for the

two

lowing c e r i a :

vocabulary, comprehension, appropriateness,
intellig

ity, with

comprehension inhibitors noted

(see Appendix A, C, and E).

The poss

e total pOlnts

from 5 to
TEST AND

FINAL
After the
the t

taped te

test to

the taped vo

female.

aking.

Sec

,the order

/4

clude

of a Sony

s/7-1/2

were monit

possibil

of

ly recorded on the

half-track, two-spe

s) recorder.

at 6 sec

the communication

subjects.

test taue was init

3/4· ips spe

ly

was made to insure a clear, standard

ers preparing any of the
The

(3

First,

responses were changed to alter-

ions was rearranged to
prete

s were made on

e and female rather than being exclus

Every eff

style of

,two

ss the issue of val

es elicit

e between

ING

The response time spaces

s for the short questions section
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and 14 to 15 seconds for

communication s

e copies were

tion.
duplic

or.

licated on a

This permitt
Itaneously.

the

Laboratory from a Viking 75 pI

and rec

their responses on either an
corder or a

The

235

to three subjects to take

the test s

CRL Booth

ions sec

subjects heard

lex

e in
machine
to-matic

Series 452 liec

s' recordings were completed over a we
end of the

rm, 1980, at

's time
ence of

c

ects.
After all of the recordings were f
were transposed on

licator into st

In the process

cassette

initial instructions were
the length of e

omitted,
e to approx
to

, the tapes

5 minutes.

ject

was now possible

ers rated the

e the tapes.

convenlence for a tot

s

of two times, with a t

their
interval

from 2 weeks to 3 months.
1tlritten

tructions were given to

aining the focus
eness, grammat
(see Appendix A, B,
notes to raters).
munication si
ligibility sc

the particular
correctness, or
D for sample

scale--appro
elligibility
scales and

ratings were

on the com

ions, not the short answers.
e was designed as a

scale with de
completely

raters,

ors from complete
ell

e, resembling

The intel
ert-type

el1igible to
chnical Institute

for the Deaf's Int
part of

e

ligibility

Sc

e

(1978).

igibility, oral production components were

also listed for post-rating evaluation of spec
t

As

problem areas.

c produc

The grammatical correctness took a

yes/no/no response format from which a percentage of cor
rectness Gan be calculated.

The appropriateness scale was

likewise in a yes/no/no response format.

The total pOlnts

possible for all three criteria ranged from 10 to 70.
Seven raters were used to undertake
for each scale s
three scales.

ely.

ratings.

Two raters

One rater rated for all

The ratings were performed twice with a time

lapse from 2 weeks to 3 months apart.
RELIABILITY STUDY
At the conc

ion of the taped test ratings a test-

retest reliability study was performed on the experimental
(final) t

test.

A correlation coeffici

was computed

to measure the degree of association between the ratings of
the taped te

for

Intra-rater and
criterion must correl
reliability of

first and second rating sessions.
er-rater scores

order to establish

e significantly
s testing procedure.

the reliaoili ty of the taped te

each test

To

t

follmving hypotheses

were formul
Hypothesis I:

The ratings assigned by an individual rater
will not vary s
of the test to

cantly from one rating
other.
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Hypothesis II:

The ratings assigned by

1 three raters

for one test criterion will not vary sig
cantly between the raters.
To avoid the flhalo" effect (Oller 1980), two different
raters were used to rate each criterion and two ratings
were

perfqrmed~

from 2 weeks to 3 months apart.

rater was used to score all of the criteria.

A third

Again, two

ratings were performed with a 2 month's time lapse between
them.

For each cr

erion, then, there was a total of three

raters.
In add

ion, the

e

association

two interviewers' ratings was comput
rater reI

to e

en the
ablish inter

ility for the final interview test.

results of the reli

The

lity study are set forth in the next

chapter.
CONCURRENT VALIDITY
addition to

issues of reliability and prac

ticality, there is also the consideration

validity that

is important in the development of a testing instrument.
To establish concurrent validity, three hypotheses were
formulated.
HYDothesis I:

They are:
overall rat

assigned to a subject on

a test criterion from the taped test will
not vary significantly from the rating on
the same criterion

from the interview.
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overall rating ass

Hypothesis II:

ect

to a

s

the taped test will not
ly from the overall

on

erview test.
Hypothesis III:

ect

overall rating assigned to a

s

the taped test will not

d to the

antly from the score ass

zeCl lis

subject on the CELT, a s
comprehension te

t

took the

only

taped test in the Language

but

e-~o-face

also
and a c
conslClereCl

ect

validity, every

, to

e beforehand.
De a

~o

interview by

r

The inte

is

e-valid measure of

, has

been suggesteCl as a

table method of establi

validity of a s

ct test (Clark

high corre

ion between the scores from a

interview

t

teria, should

e-val
same c

were

addition, scores on

obtained from 20

same subjects before

the ESL

subjects did not

placement

research.

d test, both rated for

A

p. 40).

e some measure of val

semi-direct te

2 years old

1979,

the

program.
was

~nerefore

s t

for

One subject's score was
considered

for

~nlS
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Briefly, the Comprehensive English Language Test
(CELT) of listening comprehension is a multiple cholce,.
50-item (100 point) test that was developed and validated
with reference to nonnative speakers of Rnglish.

is

designed to assess nonnative speakers' ability to compre
hend sDoken English.
is que

The test has three parts:

ions and answers, part two is understand

ments, and part three is comprehending dialogues.

part one
state
The test

ems are given orally on a tape and the examinee has a
test booklet with the multiple choice answers written out
from which to select one.

The results of the testing of

these three hypotheses concerned with the validity of the
taped test as well as the reliability study are report
in the next chapter.

CHAPTER
ANALYS

AND DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
INTRODUCTION

This chapter will analyze
mental test.

Spec

re
will pres

ically,

scores obtained from the f
interviev·J te

ruct

reliability study per

Fina

to establish

a profile of

taped test and the

The results of

formed will be given

the expe

s

, the hypotheses con

validity

11

the taped test

be discussed.
PROFILE OF
TAPED TEST
AND INTERVIEW SCORES
Rec

of 70 po

a t

s is poss

e individual scorings or
ell

for

ling the scoring system u
leo

taped test,

These are divided into

ings for

ility has a range of 10 to

three criteria.
po

s; Grammat

al

Correctness has a range of 0 to 10 pOints; and Appropriate
ness

a range

o

to 10 points.

a subject could achieve would
po

s.

er comput

subjects was 52.09 (se

score

Thus, a t

from 10 to 70

ion, the mean score for all
Table III

a profi

the

of scores).

TABLE
PROF

I
SCORES

ores

Instruction

1 2

1 1

. 16/5/24 a
. 34/5/Y~
51. 50/6
.17/10.

1

Level

1 3

.83/7/48

43.83/9/62
.49/8.5/66
.84/6/38
.67/10
53.00/8
53.35/9/70

.8L~/4.5/38

.33/9.5/50
55.67/9.5
56. 66/10. 5/L~0

45. 67/9. 5/52
52.67/11.5/92
55.00/7.5/54
.67/10/62
56. 8L~ /10/L~6

59.01/10
.33/9.5/78
59.50/10/68

.00/9/LI-6

62.83/10/56
Group

44.

.33

1 1e an

tion

V

.07/8.

.2

L}

1

.69/56.33

55.59/9.

.57

Scores by Instruction Leve

28.16-52.1
5-10.5/

L~ 3.
56.
4.5-10.
50

2L~-

.836-10/

.83/

·5

raIl Mean Scores
st:

52.

as corlng
.
as

erview
ows:

Taped

st/

st:
e

.40

8.60
ew

st/CELT

~

()\
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means were:

instruction level,
1 2--43.8

52.

56.

Level 4--45.67-59.50.

1 1--28.1

1

3.8

62 • 83; and

There is then more dirrerence

between Levelland the other levels than between
highest
mean

e levels.

level is revealing.

by

were

However, the

low

tot

subjects were

spersion around the

For

1 1,

Level 2, two

mean, one above.

low

esubjects

total mean, three above.

For

Level 3, four subjects were below the total mean, four
For Level 4, one subject was below

above.

total mean,

seven above.
ling the scoring system for the

Re

erview test

where the scores ranged from 1 to 5 for each crit

3 to 15

there was thus a score range
t

ing.

a applicable to the f

the same as those used
ility, Grammat

the tap
c

the three cri
These crit

are

test rat

ell

Appropriateness.

ss,

Following computation the total mean score from
view test was 8.
were:

instructional level, the mean scores

1 1--6.

Level 4--9.75.

1

1 2

.20; Level 3--8.69; and

The score range with

levels was as
10.5;

inter

lows:
6-

Level 1--

the

10.5; Level 2-

: Level 4--7-11.5.

interview scores,

tween the levels

.5

the case of the

of scores by

level is not particularly reveal
than a 1.5 difference

truct

tructional

not belng more
the higher and
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lower ends of the ranges.

The mean scores of each instruc

tional level show more separation between the levels,
although Levels 2 and 3 are separated by only .49.
generally appears to be

There

e blocks of scores--Iow, mid

dle, and high for the taped test and interview test.
for the C~LT (see Table III)

total range of scores for

Level I is somewhat lower than Level 2, which has
low end range score as Level 3.
what

Levels 2

Even

same

~ne

I 4 scores are some

3.

RELIABILITY STUDY
A reliability study was performed by computing a cor
relation coefficient to measure the degree of association
between the first and second ratings of the taped test.
This procedure was used to establish the intra-rater
reliab

ity of the taped test.

degree of correlation is used.
almost negl

Guilford's terminology for
is thus:

< .20

ight,

ible relationship; .20-.40 low correlation,

definite but small re

ionship; .40-.70 moderate correla

tion, sUbstantial relationship; .70-.90 high correlation,
marked relationship; > .90 very high correlation,
dependable relationship.
For each c
the test tapes tw

on
e.

were three raters who rated

For Intelligibility, the first

er's ratings established a

corre

ion of .90.

The second rater established a high correlation of .88.
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The third rater esta
high corre

ion.

ir rat

ished a correlation of

Thus

on

second rater

s criterion of the taDed te
rater's rat

ion of .81, a high correlation.

The third

For this criteria, then,

the correlations ranged from low to high.

of .97.

For Appropri

er's ratings established a ve
The second rater e

high correlation of .94.

The

moderate correlation of .69.
crit

The

er established a correlation

of .69, a moderate correlat

ateness, the first

est;ab

icient of .36, a

a correlation coe

ach~eved

low correlation.

corre~at;ion

a very

raters were highly reliable in

Grammatical Correctness, the
lished a corre

.Y~,

on thus establi

gh

ablished a

ird rater established a
Two of the

ers for this

d very high correlations in the

individual ratings of the taped te

Ie the last rater

established a moderate correlation.
These correlations of the individual crite
trate

ability of a rater to rate with some

similarity over time.

From these data,

illus
e of

appears that

both intelligibility and appropriateness are criteria that
can be rat

with a generally high degree of reliability

according to the format develop
ever, it appears that grammat
iab

rated crit

teachers would have a
or is not, grammatic

on.

in this research.

How

al correctness is a less

While

was assumed that ESL

uniform judgment of what is,
ly correct, this may not be

case.
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rater, the second rater of this crit
non-ESL t

r, was eSDec

rated

mat

unrel

a correlation coeffici

al correctness

ity

rater e

researcher,
of.

appropriateness.

abli

crit

for both gramFor Intell

.95.

a correlation

er who rates for all

only

rater who

er 3,

e criteria,

establi

and

1

rrhus a

at once can apparently

rate at a level of moderate to very hlgh Slgnlrlcance.
Mult
lish

e correl

inte
Intell

er reI

ibil

estab~ished

ions were also computed to estab
il

of the taped te

.77.

,Rzxy

s the

computed to be
een the

erst

ings for this criterion.

s established a

has e

degree of
ity study

er-rater reliabil
shows

lity factor and

for

the

inter-rater ractor.

al Correctness.
study

raters, a reliability study was p

viewers.

the taped te

ra-rater reliability of

addition to the reliabil
te

For

All of the crit

e of reliabil

The exception to this is the
Grammat

sts

iple correlation was computed to

ished a high

ra-rater reI

For

Ie correlation was

.84, a high correlation.

The reI

ings.

A high correlation thus

~

Appropriateness, the mu
be Rzxy

ers together

a high correlation between their

Grammatical Correctness, the mult

raters.

Only one set

data was ava

the tap

ormed on the
e as

final

er
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erviews were conducted one time each per subje
indep

rat

s made by

teria used
data used.
establi

the

inte

ewers on

three

tests were summed to provide the

The degree of assoc
the correlation coe

correlatiQn.

The

int

ion was computed
icient

ewers

degree of reliabil

r

fore

in their

.7 4 ,

a high

ained a

ings.

COKCURRENT VALIDITY
To establish the concurrent
te

there were

e hypotheses propos
overall
a test cr
not

the taped
They are:

ing assigned to a subject on
erion

the t

significantly
same

Hypothesis II:

idity

d test will
the rat

erion from the inte

on
ew te

An ove

1 rating assigned to a subject

from

taped test will
ly from

ic

ove

vary s

1 rating on the

erview te
assigned to a subj

HYDothesis III: An
from

tap

can~ly

test will not vary signifi

from the score assigned to the

subject on the

a standardized lis

tening comprehension test.
testing
by computing

the f
corre

hypothesis was accompli

ion coe

ient to measure

d
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e of association

en the overall

a subject on the tap

test and the rating g

ect on the inte

te

The significance

p

< .05, then

For the

eness crite

and the
ing for the

te

s from the
eVf

ion was computed
as r

this was comput

by the t-test to be

=

accepted if

test,

ishing the

.57.

ci

this hypothesis can

s the only

1 ratings of

correlation co

correlation c

The

est to be 1.45,

the overall
ove

degree of assoc

standardiz

.29.

.

e must be rejected.

taped test with

degree of assoc

on

e degree of

second hypothesis, c

The thi

erion,

significance level is set at

othesis as a

is

ss c
r

s was computed by the t

If an

< •

at r =
est is

on was computed to

one that has an acc

of P

eness

Grammatical Correc

degree of assoc

< .2.

.1.

s computed

this computed

.01.

p

<

For

association

association was c

e

ificance of

terion.

significance
, p

erion, the

s

on, the degree

= .39.

t-test is 2.

4.34, p <

to the

ew test for the same c

elligibility c
computed was r

given to

icance of

s

3.33, p <

.Ol.

Thus

cance level

s

i

thesis was test
ion between the t

establishing the
test and the

comprehension test, the CELT.
icient was computed

r

.42.

The

The
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signif
p

<

ance of

s was computed by the t-test to be

the significance level of p

.1.

1.96,

< .05 is applied,

then this hypothesis must be rejected.
summary, the te

ing

the hypotheses concerning
taped test

validity shows that the overall rating on
~

correl
port

acceptably with the interview test, thus sup

hypothesis

As noted previously, this degree

ion between a face-val

of assoc

measure of proficiency

and a semi-direct test is most important to establi
idity

the semi-direct test (Clark

1979).

results

indicate that the taped test could probably be used as a
measure of overall

proficiency, or oral communicative

competence for three levels.
The rejection of hypothesis I due to the low degree
of associat

tween individu

test and int
by Callaway

ew test

reflect the conclusion reached

(1980) that listeners,

perhaps cannot divide up
but inste

on the taped

characteri

interviewers,
ics of

attend to overall comprehensib

ity.

ech,
In light

of this, it is interesting that the appropriateness cri
t

on, the one most int

was

erion

tion was est

i

ic to communicat

which a signific

competence,

degree of associa

between the interview te

and the

taped test.
The rejection of hypothesis III, which assess
e

association between an overall rat

the

score on

8 i+

the taped test with a score from the CELT test probably
indicates that the tests are examining different aspects of
language ability.

The listening comprehension test focuses

on the receptive sk

ls of oral comprehension and reading,

while the interview test and taped te

require both recep

tive and productive skills.
LIMITATIONS OF THE TEST
The limitations of an experimental test such as this
are considerable.

Most of the problematic issues lie in

the realms of reli

ity and

to be practical for adminis
short in length.

idity.

ion and rating, the test is

It is possib

,however, that the amount

of ratable data from the subjects'

"free" responses was not

icient in all cases, or any case, for the
rate in a reliable manner.

ers to

Also, the raters may require

more training than originally envisioned, e
standardize grammatic

an effort

cially to

correctness acceptance levels.

Another concern with a te

constructed in this fashion is

that the scales may not be precise enough to d

criminate

between one proficiency, competence, level and the next
(Clark 1979, pp. !+2-43).
the test

~esign

A further question related to

is that the communication situations

required a response which placed the subjects in the posi
tion of taking a role.

It may be that a subject does not

understand or feel comfortable about this kind of t st

responses could be

procedure

signific

addition,

communication, that is
to speak

affected.

issue of
e

e nonverbal

visually, as it relat
is also

livery is not addressed.

technical concern for tape quality.
raters, it is essential

For

subjects

the aural s

be unques

tionably clear so that responses and rat

s are made on

the basis of what is
final reI

bility que

to be comprehended.
ion of the te

the same

on as both an interviewer

taped te

Although

co-invest

or for both

interview

ity of the

ects with

the reI

ity of the

ects' re

validity

the res
stions conce

may also

random

s

at Po

test tap
voice may

t

s and thus

the samp

ative sampl

the ESL s

s

There was an effort to
ional level

students rrom every
language backgrounds

luded in the

ceivable that the subjects who part
rese

not refle

dents on

usual pe

from di

erent

but it is con
ed in this
e of ESL stu

tests.

S condly, the size
large

voice on

test subjects were not a

place,
or

concerns the use

s person was accompanied by a

the

In the f

The

to cons

the final

r determining

e (25) was
andard error
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of measurement for the experimental taped test.

The sample

size (20) may also have affected the establishment of
validity for the taped test through measuring the degree
of association between the taped test and the CELT of
listening comprehension.

v
IONS FOR

AS A

OF THE TAPED

LANGUAGE

IN AN

PROGRAl1

Placement of Students in
an ESL Program
The t st developed
to provide a means of det
cative comp
grammatic

this res
ing a

's oral c

ence based on the criteria
correctness,

of the test

ings show

chance

s test can

student's overall oral c

there is a s
used as a
etence.

writing,

listening comprehension,
ete pi

linguistic

strengths

proper level within an
test wou
oral pe

so furni
e at an

s

icant

with ava

a
e

other skills of reading,

can help provide a more c

can then be

The re

measure

Unit

scores for

communic

intelligibil

appropriateness.

standardiz

These

was des

ilized to p
truction
rmanent rec
inted date

s oral taped test
of the student's
weaknesses.
e a student
The tap
of the s
could

compared with similar tests from an e

ier or later date

to assess oral competence improvement.

However, since

the small sample that

ent this research test

's

displayed only three
ement

inct levels from the

Is repres

ion of the te
explore

by the s

with a

s issue

1 , further

lmn~e-

r sample is needed to

student plac

is of an oral speak

ESL

parti

on the

test.

Practical'Implications
In terms of the nracticality of

s experiment

taped test, the primary issues are
rat

Since

administ

test is c

stration

tely on tape,

via a tane recorder,

present a problem for
laboratory, it

this

programs.

a language

length

test to

working console at one t

testing is preferred, or on a st
ility.

does

be possible to administer

subjects sting at eve

fl

must be

As

ioned

requires no

tane recorder.

Important

presence of

schedule

ier, the te
ra access

is short in

s outside

the

does not necessitate

d administrators at the t

tration, although a

. if

of adminis

on familiar with rec

equip

ment is neces
Concerning the practic
s were

the
er reI

ity.

of the

high
This
able

subject's tape s

that is

long, and

rating can

ra-rater

cates that

are likely to

procedures,

same rat

another t

performed

inter

is about

Since each

5 mlnutes
the
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the tape, the time neces

to rate each subject is

also approximately 5 minutes.
kind of testing is

Another advantage of this

once the subject

taned test, it can be

oral

ed according to the availabil

and convenience of nersonnel,

rrably ESL teachers.

is probable that one or two raters c
crlt

taken

d

e

all three

at a moderate level of significance whi

decrease the number of
rat

procedure.

would

ers needed to carry out
may be necess

, though, to e

lish a training session to more effect
the rat

It

ab

ly standardiz

results.

Diagnostic Implications
taped test was not spec
diagnostic to
Of
1

ically designed to De a

however, the potential

s use exists.

three c e r i a intelligibility displays tne mo
1

od

inhibit

implementation in
intellig

marked on the

iIi

s way.

The components

(see Appendix A)

ing sheet by

raters

ing session would be a valuable

are to
the end

the

rence for the pro

nunciation teacher, for one, to have available when pre
paring lessons targeting parti
ment.

The other crit

correc

ss can primari

level of
aking,
situations.

subject's ab
behave (oral

ar components for improve

appropriateness and grammat
illustrate in a general
while

ity to use correct
) appropriately

social
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One final note on implementing this test in an ESL
program.

while the main object of an ESL curriculum is

usually not to spec

ly "teach for

test" there can

be little doubt that students are cognizant of the impor
tance of knowing what is required to pass an examination,
especi

ly if it is necessary to obtain a certain score to

either be placed in a higher level or to gain entrance into
the regular university curriculum.

is thus

od

reason for students to apply themselves on those subjects
for which standardized placement tests are given.

It is

perhaps possible that, by adding a speaking test to the
battery of placement tests, the motivation for the students
to direct more att

ion to their oral communicat

ability will increase.

Likewise a more competent

student is 1

more successful and

as more succes

to

communic

ign

nerceived

academic interactions.

II1PLICATIONS FOR TEACHING
AS A SECOND LANGUAGE
The development of this test is clearly related to
the surging interest in communicative competence evident in
the teaching of ESL.

There have been numerous texts and

articles published whose aim is to he

nurture the communi

cative competence of second language students.

Just as

there is no fixed definition of communicative competence as
yet, there is no set curriculum for develop

communicat
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competence in

students.

The ensuing remarks are not

ended to be comprehens

reTore. but are meant to

point out a few of the directions that communicative com
ence teaching is taking.
One of

st known syllabuses designed to

communicative competence is c

led the llnotional/functional ll

syllabus, mentioned in a previous chapter.
scho

scuss, and refine

s syllabus (see for example,

Munby 1981; Johnson 1982; F
Wilkins 1976).

A number of

to a considerable amount of work to

have

define,

ey and Nathan 1980: and

The opportunity for further discussion of

notional/functional syllabus and communic
buses

lop

general is not over as t

sylla

recent collection of

papers by Johnson (1982) and the review by Ross (1981)
indicate.

It is not

purpose here to dwell on

notional/functional approach except to briefly remark that
it has given the ESL field a way of teaching communicative
competence through its emphasis on
student's communicat

neeQs

t assess

a

terms of notions and

functions rather than on grammatical structures.

In a

competency based program, for example (Findley and Nathan
1980), after the ne

of

student have been determined,

speclTic behavioral objectives are

ified, and teaching

strategies, which can include a wide
are implemented.

The f

s

e

techniques,

of the competency

based curriculum is evaluation which is d

ctly related
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to the performance of the behavioral objectives.

example

of this kind of curriculum in use can be found at Portland
Community College.
tenc

s are

each

icit

given for such needs as health

emergencies, hous
should be

ional level, compe

ained that these needs are aimed

inese refugee population compos

In an already exi
language

methods that can
competent in
lingui

the Indo

the great

of the

ing curriculum which senarates
Is into distinct c

Ip a student

sses, the

come communicative

ing often have a more explic

ic emphasis.

Take, for example,

ly socio

Developing

1975)

Communicative Competence (University of
series that

It

PCC.

ESL student body

the di

(1981).

shopping, and bank

s been used at the Center for English as a

Second Language at Portland St

e University.

has provided appropriate phrases for soc
and role-play situations that are 1
foreign student in the Un

The series

interactions
to confront

ed States.

The interactions

also give examples of different formality levels,

Ie

leading the student from structured to unstructured
opportunities to use the language assoc
t

situation.

more advanc

The role-plays, meant to be us

students, only prov

and us ful expressions.
students become invo

ed with a par

s

by

ion, roles,

ed (1978) has suggested that
in ac

sociolinguistic
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to collect natural samples of

fieldwo
to

lop an awareness of language

Jacobson

aking in order
e differences.

(1976) and Taylor and Wolfson (1978) offer ways

to involve the relationship between

es, social si

tions, speaking tone, and modes in communication drills.
There are

so teaching methods which formally address

link between
McLeod

and communic

ive competence.

(1976) discusses the idea of

1

of culture

the ESL c

orporating

ssroom.

It is suggested

students and teachers be "viewed as partners in cul
-research" (p. 213), rather than as giver and receivers
of knowledge.

Both Lafayette

(1978) and Seelye (1974)

provide credence

methodology

culture and

together.

from a foreign 1
er~y

be transpos

age perspect

this notion of teaching
Although these authors write
their ideas

for ESL instruction.

Fantini

coU~d

prop

(1977)

suggests, in broad terms, a Process Approach that identi
s six steps to competence.

last step lstna-C a

language learner must "learn

total system of inter

actional strategies operative

a foreign sett

as the lang'.1age i tsel f to tru

communicat

II

as well
com

petent in that setting.
Before

to the concluding statements of this

study, a mention should be

of an area re

municative competence teaching and testing.
room test

of functional language ability.

to com
is class
For teachers
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who are searching for a way to evaluate
act

ies

are used for communi

instruction
desc

es three int
abil

s research as
speech.

last holds an

lar to research menti
s c

earli r, Levenston

sroom te

students, or one student

speaKer (or

from a

expression.

(p. 120).

after the
pract

form

(1980) divides form
,and

Content is separated into suita
,and amount of information

Significant, Cohen

to exclude grammatic
be

C

All of these scales use a

Likert-type fo

ically

assesses both

scourse, style of express

bility, accuracy of informat
relat

The

ed on a scale

and content of appropriateness.

clarity

s two

r, to construct

situation.

on's (1975) wh

into naturalness of

reque

spe

akers) is then

taken from Leven

erest for

e one which calls for ac

is

rform a dial

to

namelY the cloze test,

Only

(1975) in particular,

and

he

) is mo

ive tests that are me

and dialog.

ion~

ive comnetence

the classroom, Cohen (1

assess this functi
dic

communicative

ity

int
ises teachers

first reasoning that it can

r scales have been rat

(p. 123).

e this scale could be used to assess s

communicat
plays acted

competence in social
in

classroom"

eractions and

S'

e-

CHAPTER VI
SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH AND
CONCLUDING

RE~ARKS

SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH
The opportunities for further research on communicative competence are numerous.

Looking at what the testing

research and literature review have revealed, there seem
to be two main directions that could be pursued.

The first

direction for continued research would be to refine the
speaking test developed in this studye

Several steps could

be taken to strengthen the existing validity and reliability
of the test.

Specifically, for purposes of evaluating the

test's validity, it would first be requisite to increase
the size of the test

sample~

Testing all of the students

attending the ESL program during a term would be the most
ideal circumstance.

A larger number of standardized test

scores would be available to compare with the oral test.
An appropriate test for validity would be to measure the
degree of association between the taped test and the
recently developed TOEFL Speaking Test.

Again, to assess

the validity of the taped test, it would be incumbent
then to interview the same students that take the oral
taped test, employing interviewers not otherwise associated
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with the testing process.
study of the
reliability of

In addition to a reliability

ers, it might be useful to measure the
subjects over two separate interviews.

Furthermore, it might be benefic

to ask the subjects to

perform precisely the same kinds of tasks for both the
interview,and the taped test.

In other words, such func

tions as greeting, leave t

, describing an object, and

introducing would be explicitly included and rated in both
the interview and taped test.
Another possibility for oral te

would be to use

a videotape rather than a soundtrack tape.
up the opportunity for considering

s would open

nonverbal behav

ioral aspects of communicative competence, as well as the
oral and paralinguistic features.

As wiemann

(1977) has

shown, this is a satisfactory method for exploring com
municative competence.
The second direction for research to take would be
to incorporate the communicat
from the communication perspect
te

ing.

competence dimensions
into ESL tea

and

The behavioral dimensions discussed in the lit

erature, such as empathy, interaction management, and
b

oral flexibility need to be analyz

for their appl
example, continu

and focused on

ability to the ESL curriculum.
exploration of the cruc

For
component

of empathy already begun by communication and inter
cultural communication scholars (Bochner and Kelly

1974;

Wiemann and
and Szalay 1

1980; Hwang,

se, and Kelly 1

1) may help to uncover

tional behaviors

to second language

can be t

arners that will

them more aware of the meaning
behaviors they perce
priately to them.
dimension of
(1

and better able to respond appro
terms of the c

e

cative competence

ion management,

) posed

ion:

tional control (
cultural and 1

communication

"to what

eraction manag
i

r and Jordan
is conversa
) independent of

ic differences?" (p. 187).

In this

same study of cross cultural perceptions of communicat
rformance the
l1

what behaviors
rson perception!! (
st that

cues would strengthen

also 1"llondered

general terms

ion as specific cues to individual
rand J·ordan 1
ility to iso

analyze these

e

training.

s the paradigm

z and Farrell (1976), discussed e
a concrete
research.

c

ier, would
s

ercultural

The above recommendations are merely starting

pOlnts for invest
pp.

point for

,p. 188).

) also ind
ed research

and testing.

Canale and
e a number of poss

(1979,
e areas of

communicative competence teaching
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CONCLUDING REMARKS
This study

attempted to meet two challenges.

and major purpose

the research was to develop,

implement, and analyze a te

of oral communicative com

ence for college level ESL students.
s

presen~

form will require

While the te

sion,

in

research pro

cess helped to provide answers to some que

ions posed

about such tests and furnish the basis for new avenues of
stigation.
second, but no less important, purpose of this
research was to broaden

background perspective on

communicative competence to encompass the wo
munic

ion, discourse, and sociol

this concept.

from com

stic scholars on

order to fully develop the pot

applying communicative competence to the areas
and test
of

,more ne

s competence.

ial for
teaching

to be known about the dimensions
This can be

be re

mutual exchange of information across

iz
sc

through a
lines.

It is

hoped that this research will, in some way, be a positive
sten toward that goal.
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TO INTELLIGIBILITY RATERS
ING SHEET
INTELLIGIB
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NOTE TO INTELLIGIBILITY RATERS
1.

Rate each tot

student re

situations (1 ) on the

e to

communication

lowing scale:

1 - Speech cannot be understood
2 - Speech is very
ff
t to understand with only
isolat
words or phrases intelligible.

3 - Speech is d

icult to unde
and; however, the
content can be understood. Two-to
e word utt rances are intelligible.

4 - Speech is intell
words or phrases.

e with the exception of a few

5 - Speech is completely intelligible.
The basic criterion for this rating is ease of under
anding the student's oral production. Some oral produc
tion components which may affect intell ibility are:
Voice Quality -

excess

ly breathy, harsh, or nasal.

Loudness - if too loud or too we
Rate

too

Pronunciation

st, slow, or jerky.
if vowel or consonant choice is incorrect.

Stress (intensity, duration, and pitch)
Syllable stress - if misnlaced
Phrasing -

pauses dividing thought groups are
unrel ed to

Rhythm - if the strong/weak stress contrasts are
inadequate
Intonation

2.

if the p ch level cont
s
the
respons do not form meaningful contours

At the end of the tape rat

, please mark the oral pro

duction components you think inhibited your unde
the student's resnonses.

anding of
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RATING SHEET FOR INTELLIG
(Used for both Interview and Taped

sts)

Student
Rater
Date
Communic ion Situations:
appropriate rating)

(Circle or otherwise indicate the
Compl ely
intell ible

Cannot be understood

No
Re

e
NR

l.

1

2

3

4

2.

1

2

:2

4

3.

1

2

3

4

5

NR

4.

1

2

:;;

4

5

NR

5. Pt. 1

1

2

:;;

4

5

NR

. 2

1

2

3

4

5

NR

6. Pt. 1

1

2

3

L~

:2

NR

Pt. 2

1

2

~

4

:2

NR

.

1

1

2

:;;

4

5

NR

\

Pt. 2

1

2

2

4

S

NR

r",

7·

Components Inhibit

Intelligibility:

Pronunciation
Syl
e
ress

Ie Point Range:

(Mark
ate)

Rhythm
Int
ion

Loudness
Rate

Poss

NR

ing

Voice Quality

Note:

5

10 - 50

1 appropri-

ii'
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NOTE TO GRAl"IMATlCAL CORRECTNESS RATERS AND
RAT lNG SHEET FOR GRAr1MAT lCAL CORRECTNESS

';

I.'..

III
NOTE TO GRAMMATICAL CORRECTNESS RATERS
Rate the student responses for the Speaking
a res/No sc
Respond to.
Answers.
is compl

st on

for each item of Part 2--Situations to
Do not rate

I--Short Que

ions and

-The Yes rating should be given when the response
ely correct

grammar used

terms of standard American English

oral production.

The No rating should be

given when the response is not correct accord
dard American English syntax.

No rating is

to stan
when

there is no response, but the lack of response is noted.
The final judgment for the rating is your determination of
the response as grammatically correct.
be made for self-corrections.

Allowance should

t

r

•

~,

,;

1

.
,l.'

t
"

RATING SHEEI1 FOR GRAMMATICAL CORREC'rNESS
Student
Rater
Date
Communic

ion Situations:

(Mark Yes or No\ or No Response,
as appropriate)

1.

s

- - No

No Hesponse

2.

- - - Yes

No

____ No Response

3.

Yes

- - No

____ No Hesponse

4· •

s

No

No Hesponse

1

Yes

No

____ No Response

Pt. 2

Yes

- - No

No Response

6. Pt. 1

Yes

No

____ No Hesponse

Pt. 2

s

No

_ _ No Response

Yes

- - - No

No Response

5. Pt.

7. Pt.

1

.

Yes

Yes

2

--

No

~ ,
F. :

-

No

sponse

i:

l

I

1

No and No Re

e

=

Possible Point Range:

0
0 - 10

i
I'.

~

'\I

I

li'l
!j ,,"
~
I,

/ \

I"

I ..

..
f.'

t

,

~

y

I

I." \
,.

.

~

r

~I' .
~,

,'(
~

,.

! !

~~:

l:..
"

I"

"
(
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THE ORAL
lEw OF THE FOREIGN SERVICE INST
PERFORMANCE FACTORS, AND RATING SCALE
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THE ORAL INTERVIEw OF THE FOREIGN SERVICE
INST
, PERFORMANCE FACTORS,
AND RATING SCALE
ACCENT - Trial Interview
1.
2.

3.
4.

5.
6.

st only

Pronunc
ion frequently unintelligible.
Frequent gross errors and a very heavy acc
make
understand
difficult, requ
frequent repetition.
IIForeign accent!1 requires conc
rated Ii ening and
mispronunciations lead to occasional misunderstanding
and apparent errors
grammar or vocabulary.
Marked "foreign acc
I!
and occasional mispronunciations
which do not
w
understanding.
No conspicuous mispronunciations, but would not be taken
for a nat
speaker.
Nat
pronunciation, with no trace of IIforeign accent. I!

GRAl'1rIAR
1.
2.

3.
4.

5.
6.

Grammar almost ent
ly inaccurate except in stock
phrases.
Const
errors showing control of very few major pat
terns and frequently prevent
communicat
Frequent errors showing some major patterns uncontrolled
and causing occasional
at
and misunderstanding.
Occasional errors show
imperfect control of some
patterns but no weakness that causes misunderstanding.
Few errors, with no patterns of fai
No more than two errors during the

VOCABULARY
1.
2.

3.
4.

5.
6.

Vocabulary inadequate for even the simplest conversation.
Vocabulary lim
to
ic personal and survival areas
(time, food, transportation, family, etc.).
Choice of words somet
s
curate; limitations of
vocabulary prevent discussion of some common professional
and social topics.
Professional vocabulary adequate to discuss
c 1
erests; gene
vocabulary permits discussion of any
nontechnical subject with some circumlocutions.
Professional vocabulary broad and precise; general
vocabulary adequate to cope with complex pract
prob
lems and
ed soc
situations.
Vocabulary apparently as accurate
extens
as that
of an educated native sp
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FLUENCY - Trial Int
1.

2.

3.
4.

5.
6.

ew Te

only

Speech is so halting and fragmentary that conversation
is virtually impossible.
Speech is very slow and uneven excent for short or
routine sentences.
Speech is frequently hes ant and jerky; sentences may
be left uncompleted.
Speech is occasionally hesitant, with some unevenness
caused by rephras
and groping for words.
Speec4 is effortless and smooth, but perceptibly non
nat
ed and evenness.
Speech on
professional and general topics as
effortless and smooth as a nat
SDe
IS.

COMPREHENSION
1.

2.

3.
4.

5.
6.

Understands too little for the simplest type of conver
sation.
Understands only slow, very simple speech on common
social and touristic topics; requ
s constant repet
tion
rephrasing.
Understands careful, somewhat simpl
speech direct
to him, with considerable repetition and rephras
Understands quite well normal educated speech
cted
to him, but requ
s occasi
repet ion or rephras
Understands everything in normal educated conversation
except for very colloqu
or low-frequency i
,or
exceptionally rapid or s
speech.
Understands everything in both formal and colloquial
spe
,to be expected of an educated native speaker.

Note:

Only the first 5 rat
research.

levels were us

for this
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NOTE TO APPROPRIATENESS RATERS
Rate the student responses for the Spe
Yes/No sc
to.

Test on a

for each item of Part 2--Situations to Respond

Do not

e Part l--Short Questions and Answers.

The

Yes rating should be given when the response is consistent
with your expectation of an acceptable response to the
situation.

The No rat

should be g

when the re

e

seems unrelated to or inconsistent with your expectation of
an acc

able response to the communic

ion situation con

text.
This evaluation should include cons

ration of the

words and phrases used, their order of utterance

the

total response, and the formality level of the response.
Also, the vocal tone of the response should be consistent
with the verbal code and with the role of the communicant
(student speaker) within the communication situation cont

I

I,
I·
1

I
I

I'
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RATING SHEET FOR APPROPRIATENESS

Student___________________________
Rater~

____________________________

Date______________________________
Communication Situations;

(

Yes or
as appropr

or No Response,

l.

- - - Yes

No

-

2.

----

s

No

____ No Response

Yes

- - - No

No Response

4.

Yes

No

____ No Response

5. Pt. 1

Yes

No

___ No Response

Yes

No

--

--

3.

Pt. 2

--

No ResDonse

Nn Response

.
.

1

Yes

No

2

Yes

No

No Response

7· Pt.

1

Yes

- - No

No Response

Pt. 2

- - - Yes

No

No Response

6.

s

=

1

No and No Response
Possible Point

0
e;

0-10

No ResDonse

aNV 'IVI

flliIAH3:JjNI 'IVNI JI
HOJI 3:'IVJ8 DID
883:N3:JjVIHdOHddV
3: XIaN3:ddV

I
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f

APPROPRIATENESS RATING SCALE FOR TRIAL
AND FINAL INTERVIEW TEST

•:I'

"\ ,'
RATING

DESCRIPTION

1

Language (verbal and nonverbal) and behavior
completely
ongruent within
t
,place,
rights, and obligations of
role relationship
framework of
interview.

2

Language (ve
and nonverbal) and behavlor was
often not congruent with expected norms of
behavior within
context of the
erview.

~

~,

•
I

~
~

Language (verbal and nonverbal) and behavior was
somet
s not c
within the
ct
norms of behavior for
s context,
inter

3

~

ew.

4

Language (verbal and nonverbal) and behavior was
mostly congruent within
ected norms
behavior for this context, the interview.

5

Language (verbal and nonverbal) and behavior
seemed completely congruent within the context
of
inte
ew, as if the spe
r was a com
tent native

CONTEXT FACTORS
1.

Ro e re
res

ionship:
student to interviewers (student
and teacher tra
e.
school day, usually

2.

noon hour or

after classes.

3.

ace:

Room 310 Shattuck Hall, an ESL classroom.

4.

Interaction

5.

Channels:

personal, informal, consult

ive.

verbal and nonverbal language and behav

l:i
SPECIFIC BEHAVIORS ATTENDED TO
1.

Greet

2.

Leave taking behavior

'I

: 'I
'; "(

behavior

I
I,
(

,I, )

I
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3.

roductions, response to

4.

Body posture, haptics, though constra
arrangement--sitting at a table

5.

Formality level

6.

Eye contact

by furniture

i

:,
I

;~

I

I

,[ XrGN:3:ddV
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TAPED TEST SCRIPT
INSTRUCTIONS:

(Not rated)

This is a speaking test that
tunity to show your abili

11 give you an oppor
The

to communicate in Engli

two parts:

test

Part I:

Sho

Part II:

Situations to Respond to

After e

questions and answers

question or situat

short time to respond.

you wlJ..l

given a

Try to answer immediately and speak

normally and clearly so others wi

understand you.

Part I:
Short questions and answers.

These will be given only

once so please listen careful
questions.

the following

You may use short answers or complete sentences.

re is an example:
either "96 Neube

What room is this?

Your answer

11 "be

r Hall" or "This is room 96 Neuberger

Hall. "
Questions:
1.

What is your name?

2.

What is your native country?

3.

\fuat is your native languaGe?

4.

What is your major field?

5.

Are you a graduate or undergraduate student?

.
I
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Part

I~:

Situations to Respond to.
you will be asked to give
the suitable question.
immediate
example:
to him?

No.1.

In the fo

owing situations

appropriate response or ask

Please li

en carefully and respond

The situation will be given only once.
Today is your

end's birthday.

Your answer will be:

For

What do you say

"Happy Birthday!"

You are a new student and you need to buy your
textbooks.

Ask another student

your class for

directions to the bookstore.

No.2.

You had an appointment with your professor at 3:00.
You didn't get there until 3:15.

What do you say

to him?

No.3.

You are talk

Suddenly

to an American

you know that you will be late to your next class.
"/hat will you

No.4.

to your fri

?

Yesterday you received a library f
overdue book.

However, you know you didn't check

the book out.

What do you say to the librarian?

The following situations each have two parts.
each part as
No.5,

notice for an

Respond to

is given.
1.

You are
place to s

the c

teria looking for a

You see one person you

don't know sitting at a large table.
do you say?

What

,
L
i

I'

r·
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No.5, Part 2.

a little, how would you

After talk

~

introduce yourself?
No.6, Part 1.

(

You are talking with an apartment manager
who does not know the kind of apartment you
want.

Describe the apartment you are looking

for.
apartment manager shows you an apartment,

No.6, Part 2.

it, and you want to

but you don't 1
leave.

1.

No.7,

What do you say?

You are

d

r at an American home.

You don't like the meat

sh, but you eat

mother offers you more.

What do

you say?
No. 7, Part 2.

Now you are eating the
very much.

Tot

Taped Test time:

Total Rating time:
removed from

7

ss

and you 1

What do you say?

minutes

5 minutes, approximately.

(INSTRUCTIONS

ed tapes.)

1
I

\

II

l.

i

.:

-8 XrO:N3:cIcIV
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INTERACTION QUESTIONNA
Name___________________________________
Country_______________________________
Language__________________

1.

How long have you been in the United States?
ss than 3 months

6 months to 1

3 to 6 months

ar

1 year to

3 years

More than 3 years
2.

How long have you studied

3.

Where did you study Engli
Home country

before coming to the U.S.?

Other English spe

Did not study Engli
4.

lish?

country

before coming to the U.S.

Were your English teachers, before the U.S., Amer

an?

s

5.

How often do you speak English?

/

Never
6.

/

/

Who do you talk to
a.

I

Never
b.

c.

Never

Engli

/
?

Always

(Mark all appropriate
answers.)

to my American classmates:

/
I t

Never

/

/
I

/

/

to my int

/

/

/

/

Always

ional (non-U.S.) classmates:

/

/

Always

to my teachers and professors:

/

/

J

/

/

Always
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d.

Never
e.
Never
f.

Never

I talk to other Americans I know:

/

/

/

/

/

Always

I talk to other Americans I do not know:

/

/

/

/

/

Always

/

Always

I talk to fellow workers:

/

/

/

/

~!
I~
I

